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THE MAINE STATE GRANGE.
CH1KUS P. Buxb.
It was a graud receptiou which the
ikiLS, Κ Hult.
city of LewUtOD tendered the Maine
HOLT & BARNES,
State grange, Monday evening, at City
(uHUitllun «t Law,
ttlurury* at
hail, and it was a grand body of patrons
who gathered in response to the call of
Maisl
Xokwat.
B.iik.
Uat .iwt
the state officers.
The decorations were
tine, the programme choice and the
4 ΡAKK,
whole aft'air upon a more elaborate scale
than was ever attempted by any other
Attorneys at Law,
MAINE.
city. The boards of trade of Lewiston
and Auburn atteuded to every detail and
Kiiery C. Park.
K.llerrlck.
v
personally looked after the comfort of
the patrons. Fully 1,500 were present
WOOUBUaY, A.M., M.D.,
at the receptiou aud everything: passed
oft" pleasautly. The addresses were to
«à
Surgeon,
Physician
the point, and the response of State
MAINE.
m)ITU PARIS,
Master Garduer happy in the extreme.
The citizen* of the twin cities are to
-Hence, 14 High Street.
»
be congratulated over the event, and
■ ) 1S |! R Κ Λ "ΛΚΚΚΚ,
surely the gr ange as a body becomes of
I > \tt rnevs an·! Counsellors at Law,
great value as the outcome of such a
gathering. The hotels were tilled and
maine.
kalls,
ni
the attendance larger than for years.
tlon l>epartuient.
.» v..
On Tuesday came the formal opening,
Ralph T. Parker
There is
with the officers all preseut.
one vacant chair and we miss the strong,
/I
L Bl'CK,
earnest face of our revered State LecThe grange lost one
turer, Bro. Cook.
Surgeon Dentist,
of its ablest and most devoted members
MAINE.
ill l'A RIS,
w hen he died, and the gap iu the ranks
est work warrante· 1.
A
has uot been tilled. This is one of the
regrets of this bright, sunnv session.
λ.Κ !' JONES A SON,
The Master's address, delivered Tuesu
day afternoon, provoked great interest
Dentists,
because of the strong position taken.
MAINE.
V
,!>\V \Y,
The calling of the roll of members
MaiL M
;
showed that almost every grange in
Maine was represented, the attendance
l>. PARE,
1
Γ.ΚΚΤ
being larger thau in the history of the
order.
Licensed Auctioneer,
MAINE.
The report of that faithful officer.
IHi 1'ARIS,
Secretary Libbey, indicates the steady
Terms \lr!· rate.
grow th of the order in Maine and will
r. -MITH,
be enjoyed by all friends of the grauge.
V. P. DeCoster presented a resolution
Attorney at Law,
which went to the committee on resoluMAINE
tions without debate:
SORW \Y,
Collection· a specialty.
That we declare In favor of the
Resolved
publl-.tdn< of Itemized accounts of expenditures
ami
all
S.
each
HARLOW,
)HN
departments connected wit·' the
tiy
state government once In two years that the
le
have
may
opportunity to review the ex
peo
Attorney at Law,
peudltures of tlielr servant».
JtAINK.
UIXKIKLD.
G. M. Twitchell presented the following to be referred to the same commit-«
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will be pal·! for the arrest
nf any person guilty of breaking
wni iow- of the Paris Grange horse
mi·-unt

I'er « »nler PARIS

Par!·", Nov. IT. 1W0.
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GRANGE.

NOTICE.

I'i-t-li-t < niirt of the Vnlte<l States for
In Bankruptcy.
11 -ir'i t <·' Maine.
1
.ittcr of
In t!ie
In Bankruptcy,
ΐιΊΙΝ P. MASON,
I Palls. Bankrupt )
uf Κ
redltura of John P. Mason. In the
Τ !
oxford an·! Jlstrtct aforesaid
;.
reby given that on the >th lay of
\
l«*>" trie said John P. Mason'was
1
I»..
l*i ated bankrupt, ami that the tirst
η
!·» creditors will be hel l at the
·.
I i:
til .-· In >outh Pari-, on the ±»th «lay of
the
In
I». l'AW, at 10 o'clock
Λ
IK
fnrvt ι.in. :it which time the said cre«lltors
lit· 11, prove their claims, appoint a truMee,
I.
etiie liaukrupt and transact such other
•it
a- may properly come before sal·I
merlin.;
south Paris, Dec. 10, 1ΛΗ).
βία Λ w II.SON,
Referee In Bankruptcv.
Id

t

tee:

Kksolvkd That this State Grange declare
Itself squarely and emphatically In favor of an
Impartial ami persistent enforcement of all laws,
and demand that those against the selling of
Intoxicating liquors be observed and enforced
by all officials, to the end that tco«d order, peace
and prosperity may be secured and the state of
M at ne freed from the charge of uullltlcatlon so
often made at the present time.

The election of Bro. W.J. Thompson
State Lecturer will give universal
His rare good sense,
satisfaction.
thorough devotion to the farm, knowledge of agriculture and broad education
will place hitn iu the forefrout among
the workers of the future.
In selecting the two members of the
executive committee, Bro. K. D. Leavitt
was re-elected aud the new member 19
Bro. S. F. Sweetsir of New Gloucester,
a live farmer and loyal patron.—Maine
Farmer.
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NOTICE.

:· -tr'· t Court of the Unite·! state·» for
I<. trictof Maine. In Bankruptcy.
la Dm utatter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
W \ ΓΚ
M
WOOD, of
Kb
:s. Bankrupt.)
Walter
M.Wood, In the
1 t ι·· rc'tttoraof
;·■
*o\for<l aii'l illstrti t aforesal'l
M
\
rebv given that on the l">th ilav of
\
1'·
|i
lxnt, the salil Walter M. WMd
«ιI'licaU· I bankrupt, an·! that the tlrst
ht* creditor* wlllbeh··!·! at the Court
Ηυ..-.·. In >..iith Paris, on the l»th ilay of -Ian
> I> 1
it !" oVlm k In the forenoon, at win. h
t!'i t <■ -al I cre<lttors may attenil, prove their
·!ut a trustee, examine the bankrupt
»η·Ι tran-.ι t lack other MMftMM as may properne efor»· >ald meeting.
ly
-•lulii l'arls, live. 15, 1ΛΧ)
GKo A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
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Delays

are

have a tooth that shows
v^u>n of dceav, it needs attention
at once.
It should he filled to\ou

day.

Delay!

Don't

If it's the bother and time that
makes you wait, remember it
will cause you more trouble,
take more time, and will add
iurther costs.
It' it's the dread, remember that
one pang of lively toothache is
worse than all the fear you need
have of our modern dental
methods.

C. L. BUCK, The Dentist,

South

Pari»,

Maine.

often and have a free examination of vour teeth, and I will advise
vou

UP A HERD.
To a great many farmers who would
like to improve the dairy quality of
their herds, it looks like a long ways
ahead to produce any change through
improved breeding. Yet iu reality it
tikes but few years. Then «gain many
have but little faith in the id·· » of buying 1 thoroughbred sire and doing the
Such farmers, as a
work that way.
rule, have given the qnestiou of breeding Nut little study. Here is an ext tuple
which we quote from the I>ublin Farmers' G<zette, showing the way an English dairyman improved his herd and
the steps he took to do it :
About a d<zen years ago the milk
of the cows composed in thi» herd, over
sixty in number, was carefully analyzed.
Nine of the cows were ituncl to be yielding milk showing over 5 per cent of
hutter fat. twerty-two «ere yielding
over 1 1-2 per cent, fourteen were yielding over 4 per cent, and twenty-three
were
yielding under four per cent.
From this rfute onward calves were only
kt pt of the cows which yielded milk
showing over 4 1-2 per cent of butter
fat, and the trines of the others were
gradually weeded out. By the aid of a
regularly kept record the product of
GKADING

for any leugth of time which does m>t
over 000 gallons per aunuin.
By
combining λ h it is learned from the anand
and
the
milking
record,
only
alysis
k<-< piug calves from cov\s whose produce
is up to the standard, alike iu quantity
and quality, the milking properties ot
the cows have been so improved that at
present over 00 per cent of its members
are yielding milk showing over "> per
i-ent, and 75 per cent are yieldiug milk
showing over 4 1-2 per cent of butter
f it. This result his only been attained
by the exercise of great cure and scrupulous attention iu the selection of bulls,
and no sire is used without every inquiry
being made as to the milking records of

yield

Expensive.
It'

accordingly.

his female aucestry.
We are not told that this dairyman
took advantage of a sire ot more inteuse
We
and poteut dairy blood iu him.
ju'lge he simply relied upon the potency
is
that
of oue side of the proposition,
Had he, for iustxnce,
the cow side.
bred all these cows to the best dairysire he could get he would have shortened the time wonderfully in securing a
heifer which would give milk ο a larger
per cent of butter fat than did her
mother.
The road to improvement 19 a simple
one, yet simple as it is, thousands seem
not to tind it at all, or if they dnd they
stumble in it very badly.—Hoard'9

Dairyman.

Footwear !

FARMERS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
We dislike the tone of a resolution
passed by the National grange at its
last session calling on the experiment
station* to make up their bulletins in
more simple language and with less use
of technical terms, that the farmers, for
whom they are chiefly intended, m*v
understand their meaning and thus be
xbleto gain beuefit from their study.
This same idea has been caught up by
some of the papers, and by writers who
are on the watch for something new to
sav, till through the«e several channels
it has recently beeu given wide publicity.
We most emphatically disapprove of
the suggestion, and for the reason that
it is uncalled for, and further, that it
is a reflection on the intellectual standing of farmers as a class. Farmers are
not a set of stupid dunces capable of
understanding nothing but simple primer
terms.
Thev are intelligent reading and
thinking men While the vocabulary of
the literature of the îarm has rapidly
aud radically changed in recent years,
the farmers have surely kept more than
It is an
even pace with the change.
error to infer that they are not familiar
with such scientific terms as are necessary to clearly convey a description of
the investigations going on at the stations and and a report of the results
Such terms as protein and
reached.
carbohydrates are as well understood bystock feeders as by the scientists, anil
the same holds true with the whole list
of scientific terms now in common use.
We are in receipt of most of the station
bulletins aud find none of them so laden
with technical language but they are
readily and clearly comprehended by
such farmers as read the agricultural
press of the day.
We have been agreeably surprised in
recent intercourse with gatherings. of
farmers to see how well posted they are
on all questions under consideration, iuinvestigation and experiment at the
present time. The matter of clover in
agriculture, on which the Maine Farmer
has had much to say in the past few
a comyears, came up the other day in
pany of farmers, and to our surprise
they were experimenting with the fertilizing effects of clover on their soils
and with its claimed superior feeding
value in accord with recent teaching in
connection with that valuable plant.
The same
This is only oue instance.
holds true with other questions aud
consideration
under
practices recently
From many of
and experimentation.
them even teachers and stations can get
pointers from the farm. Such action by
the grange in National session was
a
was
and
therefore uncalled for
reflection on the intelligence of the class
that organization is supposed to repre-

sent.—Farmer.

JACK TAR'S GROWL.
A

Sailor*·
the
Illustrât iiiK
Story
llnbit of GruiubllnK.

Tin* author of "From Edinburgh to
the Antarctic," writing of the sailor's
hnbit of grumbling, says: "The dinners
are all the same— that is to say, Monday's dinners are all alike, and what

we have today we shall have this daysix months hence. Jack's forefather
this day 10) years ago had the same
menu and made the same uncomplimentary remarks about the dishes, and
1<H» years hence on this day Jack's children will growl over their salt horse
and plnmless duff." The author also
tells this "yarn" to Illustrate that
Jack's habit of grumbling can't be

cured and must be emlured:
Once upon a time there lived a skipper whose wife said to him that if she
w» nt to sea the poor men would noter
find fault with their food. lier, husband took her with hiui on a voyage,
and the good woman attended to the

cooking in the galley herself.
The scouse was thick with fresh vegetables, the bread was white and without weevils, the meat was good, and
the duff was almost half plums, but

still the men growled.
Then the skipper's wife thought of
the hens she had brought on board to
lay eggs for her husband's breakfast.
She took them out of the coop, wrung
their necks with her own fair hands,
plucked them. roasted them and sent
them to the forecastle on the cabin

Of?"

A

DOMESTIC JAR.

youths.

SQUARE.

«H.BOSTON

t*ov.
elegant uteamere.
state" alternately leave
franklin Wharf. Portland, and Ind'a Wharf,
Bouton, at T OO P. Mdally, Sunday» excepte·!.
The»e «teamen· meet every demand of modern
teamnhlu service In eafety, «peed, comfort au<]
ittxury of traveling.
Thru ugh ticket* for ProîWettce» Lowell,
•WurctMtor, New York. etc.
J. r. L1SCOMB, General Manager,
ï. M. BajrUett, A gant.
The «auneh &n<i
ana "Bay

MtiKiey"

w

She—Oh.

you—you—g-g-government

c-c-clerk! (Tears. Curtain.)—WashingADULTERATED MIXED FEED.
Farmers are cautioned by the Hatch ton Tost.
Experiment Station against the presence
Brltcht Little Sammy.
of adulterated mixed feeds in MassaThe geuuiue mixed
Sammy (who is never allowed to stay
chusetts markets.
feed is composed of wheat bran, to- out of school)—Howdie Hurlburt didn't
of
come to school all day.
gether with several hundred pounds The
âne or flour middlings to the ton.
Mamma—Why not Sammy?
wheat
hulls,
adulterated article contains
Sammy—Cause his mother died.
similar
of
materials
ground corn cobs, or
When you die, may I stay home all
with
marked
not
usually
nature, and is
Only those day?
the manufacturer's name.
Mamma—Yes. darling; you may stay
be purchased which
should
mixed feeds
bear the name of a reputable manufac- out a whole week.
Sammy (suspiciously)—Oh. I know!
turer.

Remember that every quart of milk 01
cream, every pound ot butter, every
bushel of grain or vegetables, and every
ton of hay or straw that leaves your
8
farm for the market, carries with it
valuable part of your soil. Are you re-

placing

it?

Copyright, 1899, by Florence Warden.

CHAPTER I.
THE LOST KKOTHER.

On the 15th of September the Rey.
Granville Masson wrote from Llandudno to his younger brother, a student at St. George's hospital, London:
My Dear Reggie— I don't know whether it is
that my temper becomes shorter as the end oi
Kiy holiday draws near, but I ean't stand this
place at all. It is full of people, and the crowds
bother me.
The weather is magnificent, which,
o! course, accounts tor the (act that the numbers
of the visitors have not yet begun to 'thin.
As
(or my health, 1 don't know whether it is any
better; but, on the other hand, I don't think it
is any worse.
My cough is still rather troublesome at night.
I am a regular "pale young
urate" now, and I think 1 rather resent the
lympathetic glances the old ladies throw in my

It is evident that they consider me
"interesting," a distinction at which, to do me
justice, you will own 1 have never aimed. I
think 1 shall go on. staying a day or two at
Bettws y-C'oed, to South Wales, to get away fro:n
the eternal camera and bicycle ami from the
equally eternal young lady with the high pitched
direction.

voice and the novel which she carries aliout and
Granny.
never reads.
Yours,

On the 24th of September the same
writer dated his letter from Aberystwith:

You mean to die In

vacation.—Harlem

Life.

eat—Brooklyn Life.

Γ

of liis

luggage

_

here a few weeks

back?"
"Yes. yes. Well?"
"It was me wliu saw the last of him
when he left here, sir. ami lie went out
by himself, with just his little bag carried across him ou u strap."
"By himself?"
"Yes. sir. Hut look you. as soon as
he hail left the house, uot more than a
quarter of an hour after, there come up
a fellow who asked for him and who
went oft' after him, a fellow 1 know

very well, sir."
"Well, and who was it?"
"It was a big. redheaded fellow, sir,
who's employed on one of the sheep
lie
farms over in the hills yonder,
comes in most every market day."
"And can you tell me his name?"
"No, sir. I only know him through
seeiug him about. He drives in the
sheep, and he buys and sells in the
market for his master. So I've gathered. Λ rough looking customer."
Reginald Massou's heart sank. Then
a passion of energy and anger seized
him. It was impossible to doubt that

Dear Reggie—This place is better; not quite so
On the other hand, 1 don't feel quite so
full.
well. This is to be accounted for, however, by
the change in the weather, which is now wet and
cold. 1 have been out to the Devil's bridge, but
1 am going to do something more interesting.
There are some much less (requented and wilder
regions to be explored in this part of Wales than
street.
up in the north, which is like Kegent
Don't In· surprised if you don't hear from me (or
I shall be on tramp. Yours,
• fortnight.
GlAX.1I.

Masson, who was much
troubled about the health of his brother, wrote off to him at once on receipt of this letter begging him not to
Ik.· too venturesome and not to begin
exploring uuknown tracts of country

Reginald

in weather so unpropltlous.
He gut oue more letter, dated Sept.
30, acknowledging his note of warning
and announcing that Granville had
put off his expedition in deference to
The weather
his brother's advice.
having now changed for the better,
however, he intended to proceed withfurther delay.
He wrote in a robust and cheerful
tone, as if in the highest spirits over
He had got
his proposed excursion.
hold of an odd creature, he said; a
wild, uncouth, redheaded sou of the
mountains, who was going to act as
his guide and to coach him up in all

out

the old Welsh tales and superstitions.
And then his brother heard no more.
At the end of oue week Reginald was
curious: at the end of the second impatient: after the lapse of a third he
The
worried.
and
was
anxious
weather had grown bitterly cokWor
the time of year, and already reports
had reached London of snow in the

mountains of Scotland and of heavy
rains in Wales. He wrote half a dozen
letters to Aberystwith. addressed to
his brother, to the proprietor of the hotel where he had staid, to the chief of
police. But all without much result.
The proprietor of the hotel wrote that
the Rev. Granville Masson had left tne
and had
hotel on the morning of Oct.
taken the train with the intention, as
he stated, of alighting at Trecoed and
of making a tour on foot from that
town among the points of interest in

keeper nodded intolli»r«»ntly at the îirst
questions put by Itegiuald Masson.

to

so

round here again to fetch his lug-

irage."

"He meant to come back here?"
"Well. sir. he said he mi?ht and he
might not. If he didn't come, he was
to let me know where to send his luggage on."
"And what was the date of that?"
asked Reginald Masson. whose anxiety was not much allayed by this in·

tell'gence.

The landlord was looking through
his book.
"It was on the 3d of October that
he went away."
"Was he alone?"
"He was alone when he left the
house, but I had warned him not to
cross tne mountains without a guide,
and he said he had engaged one."
"Ah! We can find him out, I suppose. without any trouble?"
Hut the landlord shook his head du-

biously.

It
"I don't know about that, sir.
wasn't one of our regular men. I know
that. It was some one he had met before he came here, near the Devil's
bridge. I understand, who had told him
a lot of the local stories and legends
and had arranged to take him across
by Llyn Foel to Llandu."
"L)id he mention his name?"
"Well, he may have done, sir, but if
so I've forgotten it."
At this point of the conversation a
man whose coui{>osite style of clothing
suggested that, in the off season, he
tilled various functions at the inn,
edged near enough to the speakers to
show that be wished to join in the con-

versation.

But.
Benham—There isn't room here to
awing a cat
Mrs. Benham—Then we won't have a

some

Masson turned to look at
him, and the man saluted.
"Beg pardon, sir," said he in a strong
Welsh accent, "but wae you speaking
left
of the clerical gentleman who

Reginald

"Beg pardon, sir," said he in
Welsh decent.

a

strong

ionic evil bad befallen bis brother, and

this information seemed to point to
tbe direction in which he must look for
a solution of the mystery.
Although be was burning with impatience to prosecute ids inquiries, it
Alwas too late to do so that night.
ready the little town was asleep; the
lights in tbe windows were for tbe
most part
extinguished: there was
hardly a footfall in the street.
Reginald went up to his room, but
be could not sleep. This rough, red-

headed fellow who bad come to the
hotel immediately after Granville's departure from it could be. of course, no
other than the "wild, uncouth son of
tbe mountains" of whom his brother
had written in his last letter. To find
this man, therefore, was plainly tbe
tirst thing to be done.
On the following morning the waiter
who had given him the information
came up to Reginald and told him that
he had made inquiries In the town that
morning and learned that the name
of the redheaded man was unknown,
but that lie was called "Cocli Tal" as
a nickname in the sheep market at

Aberayron.

"And have you been able to find out
where he lives?" asked Reginald.
It's up in tbe bills yon"Yes, sir.
der, over by Llyn Foel. He's in the
employ of η farmer yonder, Mr. Tregaron of Monaclilog farm."
"Is that far off?"
"It's a matter of five or six miles,
look you. up along the valley. Rut it
would be hard for you to find without
η guide, sir. being right up among the
bills."
"Well, you can find me a guide, can't
von?"
You don't think of
"Oh. yes. sir!
poing today, sir, do you?"
"Certainly I do. Without a mo-

ment's delay."

"Well. sir. it's a nasty day for such
We shall have snow before
u walk.
midday by the look of the sky. and
when the snow comes on it's hard
work fur them that knows the paths
well to find their way among the hills."
"Weil, bard work or not, I have to
And if you can't find me a guide
go.
I must go without one."
Reginald was eating ham and eggs,
but with very little appetite. His anxiety and feverish eagerness to be on
a lia id task.
the road made
"All right. sir. I'll llud you a guide,
sir," said tlie waiter.
And then he shuttled away with apparent haste until he reached the door
of the coffee room, when he turned
slowly and hesitatingly and came back
again. llis tone had become mysterious.

"I think perhnps I ought to tell you,
sir, something they told me this morning when I was asking about the
young man t'och Tal."
"Well, what was it?"
"1 was told, sir, that he's not been
seen si· much in the town lately—not
since the beginning of last month, in
fact. He's been ill. they think; don't

look the same man. sir, when he does
as he used to look."
"Thank you. Now see about getting
me the guide, there's a good fellow,"
said Reginald, as he jumped from his
seat and began to button up his cout.
come,

"My boots, please."
"You've quite made up your mind to
go, sir'/"

"Quite."

The matter of obtaluing a guide into
the hills proved, however, to be less
easy than Reginald had supposed, lie
had to wait so long, lu fact, before the
waiter, who had undertaken the search
for one, returned to the inn that at
last Reginald, unable to control his impatience any longer, told the landlord
to send the guide after him and started on Ids journey into the hills alone.
The flakes of snow had already begun to flutter down, and he was
strongly advised to give up his expedition until the following day. He would

not, however, hear of any delay.
He started at a brisk pace, quite undisturbed by any thought that his Journey might be one of difficulty or even
The lightly falling snow
danger.
threw a soft veil over the landscape,
softening the rugged outline of the
hills toward which he was going and
ruts in the road.
He had gone some distance, walking
quickly and deeply preoccupied with
his gloomy thoughts concerning his
brother's fate, when it occurred to him
to wonder why the guide was such a

tilling up the

long time In coming.

At the same moment the thought
into his mind, with an ugly per-

came

Masson turned round and
looked 'back along the way by which
he had come.
At least it would be more correct to
say that he tried to do so, for he
now perceived that the snow had for
the last ten minutes been coming down
so fast as to reduce the wide space
over which he had traveled to a flat
expanse, in which to trace out the
road by which he had come was to

Reginald

FLORENCE WARDEN.

"And can you tell me where he went
from here?"
ing again.
"He was going to explore the counHe—No such luck.
try and make his way down gradually
She—I'm in rags.
to the south by the Black mountains
He—Well, we'll do a sketch. So'm I. nud the Neath valley and along the
She—I haven't been to the theater for t'hepstow and then up the Wye aud

grade

H ΚΙ «ΤΗ,

BY

I
in face. sir. but in voice.
He—Association.
could have recognized the voice anyShe—You pay no attention whatever where. and that in spite of the way of
to my littJe wishes.
speaking young clergymen always
He—What's the use of chasing a car have."

popular $3.50

CHAPTER II.
COCH TAL IS FOUND.

MYSTERY.

THE HILLS

"Not

after you've caught It?
She—I believe you have been drink-

A TALE
OF

"A young clergyman. tall. thin, gray
Yes. sir; he
eyes and brown hair?
was here for one night about live
Hut I can give you tlie
weeks ago.
Here's a little dolly dialogue that exact date
by looking at my books,
was overheard In a $24 a month Capiand I can show you his portmanteau.
tol hill mansion one evening last week: I
suppose I am right, sir. in thinking'
She—Why, oh, why, did 1 ever marry you are his brother?"
you?
"Why. what made you think that?
Fie—Because I was a good thing.
We are not supiwsed to be at all
She—You are becoming positively alike."

QUALITY

disappointment.

THE FARM

Tbt> Little l)inl«»Ku«· With Which the
l'roccfdinK· Were Kitllvrnrd.

coarse.

was In this very same
fashion that Granville had started on
the expedition which had,, in all probability, been a fatal one to him.

elstency, that it

the neighborhood.
The chief of police wrote that he had
heard of no accident befalling any
traveler recently in the country. And
china.
the letters Reginald had addressed to
"Now the men," she said to herself, his brother were returned to him.
"will know how much we think of their
Thoroughly alarmed, he determined
comfort."
to go down into Wales himself and to
At eight bells she stole forward to make inquiries, starting
from the
the forecastle to listen to the praise of small town of Trecoed.
It was near
down
looked
She
a
as
cook.
her skill
the middle of November when lie arthe hatch and saw a big black list rived at the place and made direct for
a
plunge a fork into the hen and heard
the principal inn. Here, at the very
hoarse voice growl. "I say. Bill, what outset of his researches, he came upon
ΙιΙυ
1 kt*< »r 1w»t*
Tin»
innd'ye think this 'ere bloody fowl died «ι... »η«α1.

PIGS NEED SUNLIGHT.
two weeks.
Λ youug pig is much litce a flower; it
He—Yours Is a sad story.
must have plenty of suulight to make it
She—Brute!
develop and grow into usefulness.
He—Ours Is a peaceful home.
been seriously
Perfect fitting and unexcelled wear- Mauy a tine litter has
She—Are you going down town toinjured for the lack of it. Λ writer in
ing qualities make the EMERALD Wallace's Farmer makes the following night?
sensible remarks : When farmers have
He—If I can swing you for car fare.
the most desirable up-to-date Lady's a
hog house in which a number of brood
She—I have only $3 in my purse.
their litters, we advise
He—Hetty Green!
^hoe on the market, selling at $3.00. sows areinhaving
a cheap sash on the south
putting
She—I saw a pair of high heeled patside, which can be done very easily and
to $8. that
The ALL RIGHT and KING at present prices at a very sm»U cost. ent leathers today, reduced
shall have.
Λ brood sow should never be allowed to I must and
for Gents in Vici Kid,
He—D'je see any men's brogans for
produce a litter in a dark place. The
is no place for
^ ine Calf, Valore Calf and Cor- north side ot the buildiug
her at all. Choose the south side, or the
She—Why don't you get: shaved?
shoe east, if nothiug better can be done, aud
dovan. the most
He—Waiting for pay day.
to
windows
let there be plenty of glass
She—Don't you know the rent and
a
full
ot the season.
have
summer
the
YVe also
In
admit the suulight.
the gas will be due this pay day?
and
be
removed
time these wiudows can
line of medium and cheaper
He—Then I'll cut out the shave.
their place taken by some kiud of screen,
wish I had never left mamma,
She—I
a
coarse
footwear for ladies, misses and or, if nothing batter, the air audgunny- so I do.
keep
sack, which will admit
ne—Others, others!
out the flies if pigs are to be kept in the
children, men, boys and
Λ little attention to this
She—I have a good notion to go right
buildiug.
Call and be convinced.
matter of light will save plenty of money back to her this minute.
aud prevent serious
He—Have you got an umbrella?
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his inexperienced eyes an

ity.

impossibil-

His very foot tracks, not having
been made in deep $now, were already
obliterated, and the wind was driving
the lakes straight into his eyee as he
6tared and stared, vainly trying to recognize some landmark by which he
could find his way back.
He felt that to venture farther without the guide would be madness. Yet
to go back, now that the snow was
driving from that direction, was alAs he paused
most equally difficult.
for one moment, deliberating and
blinking to keep the snow out of his
smarting eyes, he heard a man's voice
behind him, evidently at some distance, singing one of those wild, half
mournful, wholly tender Welsh ballads which are forever oa the lips of
these people of the mountains.
Reginald Masson turned again, facing the mountains once more. With
liis back to the wind It was easier to
see, and he managed to distinguish a
dark figure ou the rising ground a little way ahead of him, making its way
slowly through the suow in the direction of the hills.
Reginald shouted, but the man went
on singing and took no notice. Against
the whitening background and through
the veil of falling snow his figure stood
out. seeming to be gigantic in size.
There was nothing for Reginald to do
but to follow this, the only human figure in sight,
Quickening his pace, not
without difficulty, for the road had
dwindled into a rough foot track, he
came up with the stranger at a point
where the path began io wind round
the side of a hill. By this time the
town was so far behind and the snow
was falling so thickly that Reginald
Masson felt that the only safe thing to
do was to address himself to this
stranger, who could hardly be as ignorant of the country as he was himself.
The man had quickened Ills pace and

making his way, still singing
himself, with long strides, which
made it difficult for the town bred
Masson to overtake him. So that at
last Reginald had to speak from behind. witnout having had one opportunity of seeing the face of the man he
was now
to

was

addressing.

"Can you tell me." called out he. "if
I am on the right road for Monaehlog
and how far off it is?"
The man in front had stopped with
η disconcerting suddenness before his
interlocutor had got to the end of his
question. His body, which had been
bent nearly double as he ascended the
had become
in hand,
stick
hill,
nnH

Hariri

hut In* ilirl nnt turn

round, nnd ho did not answer.

Reginald, coming η step nearer and
trying to pet a look at the man's face,
repeated his question.
He might as well have poured his

words into the ears of a statue of
bronze. The stranger, a man of enorin the rough
mous height, dressed
clothing of the hillside peasant, his
head and face almost hidden behind
the collar of · coat which he wore,
cloak fashion, over his shoulders, answered never a word—did not even
turn his face toward his questioner.
Supposing that the man was deaf,
Reginald, who was now close to him,
touched him on the arm. But the moment he did so a paroxysm of terror

seemed to seize the fellow. lie shook
off the light touch with an abrupt and
violent movement and, still without
turning his head, begin to ruu up the
hillside path as if for his life.
For a few seconds Reginald watched him in amazement, thinking that
the fellow must be an imbecile. But
then It occurred to him as possible
that it might be only the uncouth na-

tive way of treating a stranger, a way
compounded of rustic shyness and superstitious fear, for fear was apparently the emotion uppermost in the heart
of the flying countryman.
The snow was now coming down in
larger flakes; the sky had grown
heavy and lowering. After one more
glance back Reginald saw that to follow this son of the mountains was his
beet chance of safety. The man had
now got so far ahead, however, being evidently used to these pat lis in all
weathers and sure of foot as a mule,
that Reginald had some difficulty in
keeping him in sight.
Up the rugged, slowly ascending
footpath, which he would never have
been able to find but for the footprints
of the peasant, winding round the hill,

descending

again,

turning,

twisting

among the rough hill tracks,
with a peep into glens and
now
valleys where the gray shadows lurked
In the corners, now shut in on all sides
by the bare and stony hills, Reginald
followed his unwitting guide.
The way jfrew wilder as they went
The hills grew loftier, stonier; patches
of dark gray rock showed black
against the snow, while here and there
a tuft of bush and brier, or a lonely,
stunted tree, stood up from the white
ground like a guunt, misshapen figure,
bent into strange curves by the weight
of the snow it bore and seeming to
point with a dark, fieshless finger into
the recesses of the barren hills.
The figure In front had never once
turned, and Reginald felt sure that the
sturdy mountaineer was unaware that
he was serving as guide to the stranabout

ger whom he had treated so cavalierly.
At last, after a rough and toilsome descent of a barren hillside, made dangerous to the foot passenger by great
quantities of small loose stones, the
pursuer having at last gained somewhat upon the pursued, the two found
themselves In a cleft of the mountains,
through which a wild, weird sight presented itself to the view.
In a rough basin formed by the
stony, barren mountains lay stretched
before their eves the dark waters of a

lake which looked inky black against
the snow which lay all around. Here
and there ou its borders a great gray
bowlder, snow capped, but bare fend
dark on Its scooped out sides, stood
upon the fiat expanse of untrodden
snow.
Nothing else, not a tree, uot a
bush, broke up the inouotouous stretch
of bleak, desolate shore aud black,
lonely pool. As the big suowtlakes
fluttered down swiftly and softly into
the black waters, each absorbed as
soon as it fell, Reginald shuddered,
with a sudden hideous fancy that in
some such silent, grim fashion a lonely traveler might be swallowed ui by
the cold, placid waters of this mountain tarn in the shadow of the hills.
Even the rustic in front seemed to
be impressed by the wild ami awful
desolation of the sceue. At any rate,
he paused and thus gave Reginald an
opportunity of getting up to him.
Determined not to be evaded or
avoided this time, Masson seized the
huge peasant in a strong grip and with
an unexpected movement brought him
face to face with himself so suddenly
that the other man slipped upon the
loose stones, lost his footing and fell

down.
As he did so his round cap fell off,
and Reginald Masson, with a great

Τ MSOuuiEEirmE
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delicious and wholesome
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Reginald raised his head. shook himself clear from the thick white costings of hard, dry snow ami looked
around him for the traces of the peasant's footstep*.
They were pone, all trace of them
swept away under the smooth white
sheet.

He shivered as he looked about him;
into the dark waters of the
black tarn below him on his left hand,
at the barren hills, on the sides of
which great perpendicular slabs of
cold grav rock relieved the white mass
ami disclosed the stony bareness of
the soil; at the lowering clouds above,
which seemed to be descending on his
head; at the never ending prospect of
hills, bare and cold and white anu
melting into forlorn gray distances on
every side.

down'

Look which way he would he could
sign of human habitation. < hilled to the marrow with something
which was worse than cold, worse almost than fear, be recognized the desperate situation in which he was placed and knew that the chances of his
getting back to Trecoed alive were
lnftniteslmally small.
Although he had left the inn before
noon, with the day before him. he sawby his waieh that it was already 4
o'clock, and the gray of the winter
evening was already gathering in the
valleys aud ravines beneath.
Wlïere should he turn? Not back by
the wav he had come, even if that had
been possible. For he had passed uot
a hut. not a cottage, and he could not
hope to find his road to Trecoed before
night fell.
see no

Making

Ile began
up the hillside path as
if for his life.
leap up of the heart, saw that his head
was covered by a thick crop of short
ta run

red hair.
"C'och Tal!" shouted Masson.
The peasant made no answer except
by a guttural exclamation.
But his face, which had been red
with exercise, blanched to a livid pallor. He scrambled to his feet, and with
one wild stroke of his stick, which

Reginald

was

quick enough

to

avoid,

he sprang like a deer down the narrow
ravine and disappeared behind a spur
of the hill.
CHAPTER III.
A WILD MAN H Γ N'T.

With a savage shout, as the huge
mountaineer escaped him. Reginald
Masson sprung down the ravine after
lie could not doubt that this
him.
was the very man of whom he was In
search, the man who could give him. if
he eliose, some news of Granville's
fate. That this information would have
to be wrung out of him by the ιπι?»·ηtlest means, and that, when obtained,
it would amount to little more than a
tissue of lies, lie felt sure.
In the wild eyes and hlanchod cheeks
of C'och Tal Reginald had read the
signs of an abject, sick terror, which

warned him of what he already guessed. that his brother's fate had been a
tragic one and that this rough, uncouth
creature, whom he had taken for his
guide, was cognizant, to say the least,
of the details' of it.
As he stunibled down the mountain

side in hot pursuit, indeed, Reginald
felt not a doubt but that lie was chasing ills brottier's murderer. Everything
that lie had heard and seen seemed to
confirm this impression, which stamped itself each moment more tiruily in

a

rapid exploration of

'lie

small tableland on which he stood.
Reginald fancied that he descried, half
way tip the side of a hill on his right,
of lower elevation than the one upon
which he was standing and less rusgcd in appearance, a gray, shapeless
something which looked like the fragment of a ruined building. In his desperate plight even such a chance of a

precarious shelter for the night as a
ruin might afford caused him a sensation of something acute as joy.
To discover this possible refuge was
one thing, but to get to It was another.

So Reginald Masson soon found as he
started down that side of the mountain
which appeared to offer the most <Urect
route. This descent was the most pud
ous thing he had undertaken that d. >
the mountain was steep, strew
loose stones, and its pitfalls and inequalities were hidden beneath the

8UAnv

sort of path or foot track was
Of course not to be discerned; a waj
had to iJ found, haphazard, between
e jutting gray nags and a stunted
growth of rugged pine trees which
grew on the side of this hill at a little

distance from the summit.

Having passed through the

belt of wood. Masson found
without warning, on the brink
peudlcidar < liff which fo, n»4Hl
of a mountain pass 100 feet be

narrow

hnnseli.
oi:

a

«m.·

pej

-

ow11

The snow was falling heavilj .iM'»·
the davlight had grown fainter, and
the ruin toward which his steps *>>,e
bent was no longer in sight. II·
l>(, back, ami making his way anions
the rough tree trunks, which uffoidc

\

his mind.

his

pursuit.

The peasant heard him, gave one
look round, and uttering once more
the guttural exclamation, like the cry
of a wild bird, which had chilled Reginald's blood when they tiret came face
his way at a
to face, he went on
swifter pace than ever.
Ou they went again, pursuer and
pursued, with the snow and the wind
driving at their backs, tilling up the
crevices and the ruts In the rough foot
tracks and swirling into drifts to right
and left of them.
Up the rough side of a mountain
which looked as they approached it
like the stone wall of a huge fortress
or prison; up. up. up, tearing his hands

the crags of rugged graystoue
which Jutted like pin points out of the
snowdrifts, went Reginald, his teeth
set and his heart beating like a hammer in his breast.
The mountaineer could beat him at
this work; could climb like a cat where
his pursuer could only crawl. And the
distance between the two began rapidly to increase. The peasant was out
of sight when Reginald reached the
on

top.

Tlir London Πα».

nue.

After making these payments any
bus in London wherever
he likes, subject of course to the general rules and regulations hearing upon
ail vehicular traffic. Attached to each
bus is a stud of 12 horses, of which only ten, or live pairs, are worked in any
one day. thus securing α complete day's
rest for each pair every sixth day. As
a bus runs t>4 miles a day and five
pairs of horses are used it follows that
a bus horse's day's work is 13 miles,
one can run a

which he does in less, considerably
less, than three hours, the rate at
which he travels being between flvo

and six miles an hour.
This does not seem a great deal to
exact from a horse, still the work is
hard, often involving a prolonged dead
pull at the trot, and the crowded condition of the London streets makes it
harder by necessitating continual deviations out of the way of obstacles and
abrupt stoppages to avoid collisions.—

Cassell's Magazine.
linn'

α

Womnn Love·.

Whenever I hear his naine, I could
When I see him. I could sink
faint.
into the ground. At the sight of his
handwriting I grow cold from head to
foot. I tremble, my heart aches so that
it seems breaking in two. I long to be
witii him. yet when I am with him I

have nothing to say. I have to escape
and be miserable all alone. Ile Is my
thought all day; the last before I sleep,
the first when I awake. I could cry
ami cry. I try to read, and I remember
I like playing best, for
not a word.
then I can almost imagine that he is
listening. lint when I stop playing and

look around I find myself in an empty
It is awful. I call his name; no
1 whisper it; still no anone answers.
I throw myself on the ground,
swer.
and I say. "Think of me. think of me;
you shall: you must: you do think of
room.

It is great torture and a great
Perhaps it is a madness too.
Hut it is my way of loving. I want to
love while 1 live. If I knew for certain
that he loved me—me only—the Joy, I
think, would kill me. Love! Do you
know. p«M»r little angel, what It means?
is a curse.- From "Robert
Sometimes
Orange," by Mrs. Cralgie.
me!"

despair.

Cured by I'ortcU Ine.
This is an Knglish story, and, strange
as it may seem, it made a hit when It
was told at the Lambs' club, says the
It was perpeNew York Telegraph.
trated by Lawrence d'Orsay, the EngSeveral members of the
lish actor.
club spun yarns of dubious merit,
when Mr. d'Orsay in his peculiar way

began:

"Now, gentlemen. I'll relate a story."
One man present pulled out his
watch, and they all thought It was going to be a serial. One or two started
to go, but the actor stopped them by
his assurance that the story wouldn't
be very long.
"There was a friend of mine in London." he said, "who was an incessant
cigarette smoker. Finally he lost Ills

Ι.ηκ of η Ship.
is an instrument for
measuring the raie at which the vessel
is going and consists of three parts—
viz, the log chip, the log line and the
log glass. The principle is simply this:
A light substance thrown from the
vessel ceases to partake of the motion
of the vessel as soon as it strikes the
water and will be left behind on the
surface after a ecrtain interval. If the
The

tore.

object of

HEW VOHK.

A bus weighs 3.2 X) pounds and eosti
£14."». It is made ol ash and oak except
the paneling, which is mahogany, and
the windows are of plate glass. Before
a bus is allowed to earn its £2 10s. a
day it has to be licensed, or, as they
say. "you have to get a number plate
for it." This number plat·· is the white
plate with biaok ligures surmounted by
It
a crown seen at the tail of the bus.
is provided by the police and costs £2.
Then there Is a wheel duty of 15s. per
annum to be paid to the inland* reve-

Λ

then, "a changed man."
These circumstances, trilling in themselves, became important when taken
in .conjunction with the man's horror
He
at the sound of Reginald's voice.
felt that it was the resemblance between his voice and his brother's
which had struck such terror into the
mind of the peasant—terror which had
become more acute when he heard his
own nickname pronounced by the lips
of a man whom he had never seen beAnil while these thoughts, stimulated by the tierce passion which possessed him, chased each other through
Reginald's mind, his feet Hew from
point to point of the rough way with
It seemed
ever increasing rapidity.
as if the exaltation of his mind had
communicated new powers to his body,
for he followed Coeli Tal with more
ease, more security, tlmu before, and,
rounding the hill at a great pace when
he reached the loot of it, he found
himself only a little way behind the

CO..

memory. Then he forgot to smoke cigarettes. and he got well again."
Mr. d'Orsay effected his escape
through the assistance of a friend who
knew him when he didn't tell such stories.

There Hashed through his brain, even
as lie ran, stumbling, leaping, sinking
in the snow at every other step, those
words of the waiter at the inn. telling
him that C'och Tal had been ill since
the bi'iiiiminji of last month—the time
of Granville's disappearance; that he
had been seen less in the town since
that date; that he had seemed, since

There were now only the footprints
In the snow to guide him, but even as
he took the first step forward in the
track Coch Tal had made a gust of
44An architect designs, and his plans wind, which he felt with redoubled
The greatest force on this bleak hilltop, whirled
are executed by a builder.
the snowtiakes round him in a Mindbuilder of health is Hood's Sarsaparilla.
ing storm, forcing him to turn and to
It lays a firm foundation. Ii makes the \ shelter his face. When for some secblood, the basis of life, pure and strona. onds the blast had howled apd whisBe an architect of your fortune and secure tled and roared in his deafened ears
Hood's as your health builder.
and the drifts had swept up from the
ground in blinding sheets of stinging
spray, there was a sudden lull, a momentary calm, and as the wind died
the snow fell less heavily.

'nvery man ts me

Royal s

Maseon xpranj down the ravine after
him.
some valuable assistance in the scramble among tlx> sterne», he got at last
to the bottom of the hill and, turning
to the left, reached something like lev-

el ground.
Then he stopped and looked about
him. The silence, the loneliness, were
awful. The big tlakes of snow touched Ids face like the cold lingers of dead
Before him he saw nothing
hands.
but the bare, bleak sides of the mountain pass and a black patch beyond
which lie knew to be the waters of
Llyn Foel. At Ids feet trickled in a
thin, snakelike line the feeble lake fed
stream which became some miles away
Behind him was a
a fair sized river.
dreary white waste, and all around
were frowning heights of gray, grim
hills, with the night shadows growing
black in the crevices which the snow
could not reach.
The oppression ou Ids spirits was so
great that he felt it a labor to draw
breath. With difficulty groping in his

mind toward a remembrance of the
relative positions of the pass, the
mountain he lmd descended and (lie
hill upon which he hud discerned the
ruin which it was ids ambition to
reach, he at last turned his back to
the pass and made his way with difficulty beside the stream, the course of
which he followed.
He had gone some 50 yards and had
seeu or heard nothing to help him on
his way, when a sound suddenly reached his ears and seemed to pierce the
air like an arrow.
It was nothing but a moau, a cry.
But It was the
pitiful, agonizing.
sound of u human voice.

Architect of His Fortune

[το
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ship's log

distance of the ship from this stationary object be measured, the approximate rate of sailing will be given.
The log chip is the float, the log line
is tin· measure of the distance, and the
log glass delines the Interval of time.
In the old days the heaving of the log
required skill and watchfulness, but
dince the patent log has come Into use
no skill is required in finding the speed
of a vessel. It Is regulated by clockwork, and the number of knots the vessel sails per hour is recorded on the
dial without any hand touching It
,
The 1.1 nul
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"English travelers," says a London
correspondent of the Boston Transcript, "have so jeered our advertising

outrages upon architecture and scenery
that I fancied we were of all nation*
lîut after a season's
most culpable,
residence in England I hold America
Our advertising efforts are
excused.
modest, even feeble, beside those of
British cousins.
"A London bus is a mere advertising van with accommodations for pasIt takes almost as long to
sengers.
read one through as to read a daily
paper. The destination of the bus is
marked in inconspicuous letters, the
our

smallest on the eauvas decorated vehicle, and the chances of disentangling

those letters from the maze of advertising announcements about them in
time to hail the bus you want are smaller still."

Crape tin the Door.
The custom of placing crape on the
door of a house where there has been a
recent deatli had its origin in the ancient English teraldlc customs and
dates back to the year 1100 A. D. At
that period hatchments, or armorial
ensigus, were placed in front of houses
when the nobility or gentry died. The
hatchments were of diamond shape
and contained the family arms quartered and covered with sable.
Xot Trap to It· Xante.

Mrs. Hayseed—Did you go to hear
the howling dervishes while you were
In the city?
Mr. Hayseed—No, but I went to Cousin Miranda's, and she's got twins.—

"Didn't you start out with a play
"
asked the
called 'Turned AdriftV
friend.
"We did," repl.ed that eminent tragedian and repertory actor, Mr. Barnea
Tormer, "but we couldn't get anybodj
to float It."- Indianapolis Press.

When a man insists on "explaining"
α thing, it Is a confession that it wor·
ries him.—Atchison Globe.

The Infancy of British manufacturwas uursed by engineers from Holland. who superintended the erection of
wind and water mills.

Μ π eh the Samp.

New York

Weekly.
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Αι>νκ£Τ1»ΚΜΚ*τβ:— All legal advertisement·
are given three consecutive Insertion· (or #1 JO
per Inch In lengti of column. Special contracta
uiatie with local, transient and yearly advertlaNow type, fast presses, steam
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At the I'niversaliet church on Parle
•ale at lie following place· In lie County :
south l'aria,
Sturtevanl's Drug Store.
SiurtleiT'· Drug store.
Norway,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
>
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, I'ostmaater.
Buckfleld,
I
Office.
A.
E.
Insurance
Lewi·,
Eryeburg,
Mr·. Harlow, I'oet Office.
Earl· Ulil,

US: TxF

Samuel T. White.

Went l'an»,

COMING

EVENTS.

.Ian. 1.—Oxford l'omona Craoge,
Jan. 3.—Maine legislature meets.
NEW

Norway.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A Pain Kellever.
It Pays to Buy Good Clot hen.
Jersey Ktbbtu Underwear.

Dissolution

o>

Partnership.

Ill the AVInter
I*rospectu-» of Eastern
Sheriff's Sale.
Notice.

Argus.

COUNTY BUSINESS.
The county commissioners held their
regular i)eceml>er session last week,
aud, in connection with the county
treasurer, uude up rheir financial report
The only special business
for the year.
transacted outside of the routine was
the tiling of a report in the Swain Notch
road matter. A heariug in the matter
was held at liumford Falls Saturday,
Dec. 22. The commissioners grant the
prayer of the petitioners, and discontinue
so much of the location as lies in the towns
of Koxbury and Kuiuford.
That starts
this historic road off on a new career of
litigation, for it is probably unnecessary
to state that an appeal will be entered
at the next term of Supreme Judicial
Court.
An adjourned session of the county
commissioners will he held Jan. .'Jd,
VV. Kidlon.
when Chairman George
having completed his term, will retire,
Kandall
and Hon.
L. Taylor of Mexico
will take his place on the board.
Mr. Taylor is the only new otlicer to
come in.
Judge of Probate A. E. Herrick, Register of Probate Albert D.
Park. Sheriff James K. Tucker, and
County Treasurer George M. Atwood
will go through the formalities necessary
to entering upon another term in their
respective offices.
The financial statement, prepared by
the treasurer and commissioners, shows
'hat of the tax of $20.090.55, assessed in
1900 against the several towns of the
count v. th»'re is unpaid the sum of
$£.'.'{.72. The receipts of the treasurer
for the year, including 87,014.40 on hand
at the beginning of the year, and $11.000.00 Of temporary loans, were $4.'l,124.J>. and the expenditures, including
$15,00») of temporary loans, were $33,710.50, leaving cash now in the treasury
to the amount of §9,407.2$. The financial
standing of the county as as follows:
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Harold Hall and sister Shirley, Susie
Dunham and friend of Auburn, all were
at the parental home.
Edwin Maxim and wife and Fred Dyer
and wife spent Christmas at Riley.
Col. Bradbury dined with T. S. Bridgham.
Mrs. C. B. Atwood returned from
Portland, and Mrs. Lucy Skillings from
Biddeford Wednesday.
Mrs. Emma Jewett is stopping for a
time with her nephew, Benjamin Gerrish.
Mrs. Abbie Cushman is stopping with
Mrs. Jennette Atwood.
Mrs. Sanford Lucas is quite ill.
J. F. Packard and wife were guests of
Alton Ames of Sumner on Christmas.
The children had their glorification
Christmas eve at the Baptist church.
Exercises were in order bv the children,
l)r. A. E. Cole reprethen the tree.
sented Old Santa.
A few years ago a bachelor in a neighing town owned a farm; marrying a
woman with a farm he takes up his abode
"What are you going to do
with her.
with your farm?" quoth a neighbor.
"Well," says the man, "since I can't
move it, I think 1 shall let it remain
So with the real
about where it is."
estate that was auctioned oil' last week,
in
statu
it remains
quo.
E. G. Cole awaits G. II. Kersey's removal to take possession of the stand lie
His son, A. T.,
bought of Mr. Hersey.
who joins his father in the purchase, has
occupied the upper rent for some time,
Mrs. Nellie DeCosta, who bought E.
G. Cole's stand, will occupy it, as soon
as vacated.
All are invited to watch out the old
year and the old century and welcome
the new at the M. E. church Monday

night.

We are glad to know that the Democrat's Hartford correspondent has found
a man to iighteu the cares of his old age.
William and his kind-hearted wife have
cared for many, both old and young, in
their day.
Homer X. Chase of Auburn and Geo.
E. I'ulsifer of West Sumner attended
G. H. Hersey's auction.
Say. Park is as lippy as a bobolink!
W. J. Wheeler and Edwin Thayer of
South Paris were in town Friday.
Jasou Mitchell, a long time resident of
Bucktield, died at the home of Alonzo
Buck at Mechanic Falls last week at the
advanced age of S3 years.
Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham, one of our
older citizens, is reported quite ill at the
home of R. C. Bradford in Portland
where he and Mrs. Bridgham went to
spend Christmas.
STOW.
The Evangeline Club met with Miss
The next
Blanche Charles Dec. 22d.
meeting will be with Misses Georgia and
Nellie WalKer, Dec. 27th.
Wish you all a Happy New Year.
F. E. Guptill's hand is getting better.
He has all the work he can do in the
shop with the help of another man.
The Ladies' Social Circle meets with
All are inMrs. T. F. Dresser Jan. 1st.
vited.
Miss Nellie Eastman is at home from
Boston for a while.
Blanche Charles goes back to Fryeburg Jan. 1st to attend the academy.

LOCKE'S MILLS.
Will Cross was at home over Christ-

.Vothani

...

S°W?Lh

NORWAY LAKE.
THE LEGISLATURE.
Miss Janet Stephens has been quite ill
The Maine legislature meets Wednes- with tonsiiitis.
Miss Fannie Tucker 19 very sick with
day of this week. It is practically settled that Hod. Hannibal E. Hamlin of a severe cold.
Ellsworth will be president of the senate,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Flood of Farinand Hon. Joseph H. Manley of Augusta ington were at David Flood's and Kosspeaker of the house. A busy session is well Frost's during Christmas.
looked for, with important changes in
Evelyn Partridge has been suffering
the laws, particularly in the matter of from rheumatism for two weeks, but is
also
seems
to
The fee system
taxation.
better now.
be threatened. Whether all that is anticiMr. and Mrs. John Wood and children
or whether the
materialize,
will
went to South Paris Tuesday to take
pated
members wiil use up the titles of more dinner wirh Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Monk.
bills in "adjusting" salaries than in any
other line of improvement. Is a question
EAST BETHEL.
that can not be answered until some
Happy New Year to all.
It is not the first
three months hence.
Miss Grace Swan is working for Mrs.
time that much has been expected of a
Chas. B-trtlett at Hanover.
legislature, but too often little is realMrs. Eugene Bean and children visited
ized.
relatives at Berlin, X. H., last week.
All of the Gould Academy students
from this place were at home for a short
PENSION MATTERS.
vacation.
F. B. Howe is cutting timber preparaJames R. Stone of Brownfleld has been
tory to building a new house in the
granted an Increase of pension to ΦΙ2
spring.
per month.

we

Tuesday evening the Methodist Sabbath Sohool held a concert, the parts
being very interestingly carried out. I did itself credit.
The warm days made the sledding
The unloading of the Christmas tree was
As there Is only
bard in the woods.
enjoyed by young and old.
Among the pleasant home gatherings about ten inches of snow, a little thaw is
at Christmas was that at Mrs. Angela noticed.

I

Mr. Geo. B. Farnsworth, Robert Bis-

Mrs. Ο. B. Poor entertained the
Ladies' Circle last week.
The grange had a Christmas tree and
a general good time Tuesday at the home

pen

I

pene-1

I

Tues-1

I

timber!

W[th

|

buying

purpose

people.

oxford]

Christmas exercises were held at the

Congregational church

on

Monday

even-

with him until spring.

EAST 8ROWNFIELD.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Parnham went
from here last Wednesday to Florida
where they will pass the winter, returning June 1st.
Mrs. Olive Bailey passed away last
Monday after a lingering illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Godfrey of Portland are9pendlnK a few days with Mrs.
9 parent9' iIr· a,ld Mr9· Osctr

I
the

K.,

now.

Michael Murray of Turner has been
visiting at J. E. Conant's.

the

EAST SUMNER.
Isaac Cushman of Sherman, Aroostook County, has been calling on old
friends in Sumner, where he formerly
resided.
He left town ahout twentyeight years ago. He represents Sherman
in
our
state legislature this windistrict
ter.
Dr. J. B. Robinson and Miss Gertrude
Pnlmer were united in marriage on the
24th inst., and have gone to Portland to
reside.
There was a Christmas tree with appriate exercises at the Baptist church on
Christmas night. Pastors of the churches
and the children were kindly remembered.
Fred Bisbee is spending hie second
winter at the Eye and Ear Infirmary in
Portland.
A few persous are harvesting their ice

crop.

DENMARK.
Mr. Elwood Pendexter is at home
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
Pendexter, for the winter.
The fair at Odd Fellows' Hall Wednesday evening, under the auspices of Silver Kebekah Lodge, No. lit, was a great
success in every feature.
A Christmas tree at the church Tuesday evening was largely attended, and
many nice presents were given away by
Santa Claus.
Mrs. Frank C. Jewett will act as marshal for Mrs. Sands, D. D. G. M.,
Knbekah Lodges, and will install the
officers of Pearl Lodge, No. 90, Browntield, Tuesday evening, Jan. 1st.
HEBRON.
Christmas exercises were held in the
All were
church Tuesday evening.
pleased, and none forgotten.
Professor J. F. Moody is having a two
weeks' vacation from Edward Little Institute.
Mr. A. M. Richardson was at home for
a few days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Cushman of Auburn took dinner at Rev. S. D. Richardson's on Christmas Day.
It was
quite a family party as Mrs. A. M.
Richardson's parents and sisters were
also there.
The village school will begin in the
new school house next Monday, Dec.
Met, taught by Mies Daisy Cushman.
There was an all day meeting of
Hebron Grange on Wednesday.
Ice is being harvested, but what we
have seen is of very poor quality.
In regard to Mrs. Hibbe' butter making the item should have read famous
instead of Christmas.
NORTH 8UCKFIELD.
The remains of C. P. Swallow's son
Ernest of Windsor, P. Q., were brought
here last week and interred in the BuckHeld cemetery, where hi3 father is buried.
He leaves a wife and Ave small children.
J. H. Carey and son Winchester of
Salem, Mass., were in our place Christmas.

Cressey of Salem, Mass., is still
stopping with his aunt, Martha Record.
Will

Holman Monk is at home from Orono
(or a short vacation.
Mrs. Chas D. Rowe is at home from
Woodstock, where she has been on a
risit.
Jefferson Farrar and wife were at Bath
risiting their son Christmas.
Mrs. Fannie Lothrop of West Sumner
was with her aunt, Jule Mayhew, Christ-

mproved.

was

very
consisting of music, dia-

interesting,

were

Always uniform ία quality, absolutely pure, delicious

Tbe parts were
Tbe little ones in parwell performed.
One, a very
ticular were very smart.
small boy, took part in a dialogue with
The
and
children.
other
sixteen
larger
older ones at the clone of the piece, in
concert, bade us Merry Christmas. They
told him when rehearsing he would not
with the older ones; therefore be

logues and recitations.

nutritious.
The

Eugene McKeen is

BROWNFIELD.

Quite a large Dumber of children were
made glad Monday evening at Mr. £. B.

Bean's Hall, by the very liberal presents
that were hung on the trees to be distributed to the children. No child was
intentionally left out.
A big crowd was present Christmas
night at Bradbury's Hall ; Christmas
trees and a good time generally.
Ferdinaud
Mrs. Bailey, mother of
Bailey of West Brownfleld, died Monday, funeral Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Henry *Durgin is critically ill
with the measles.
Miss Angie Fogg is failing.
Mrs. Patten has gone to Bethel to
make a home with her son, Rev. F. E.
Barton.

ciating.

WEST SUMNER.
W. S. Field is at home from Massachusetts during his Christmas vacation.
Christmas exercises and tree were held
in the Baptist church Wednesday evening. It was a very enjoyable time for
all.
Geo. E. Pulsifer went to Massachusetts,
Wednesday, for a short time.
The Oxford County Telephone and
Telegraph Co. was duly organized and
the necessary incorporation papers are
filed for approval at Augusta. The ofticers elected are :
Ε. H. Andrews, President.
G. A. Chandler, Clerk.
S. T. White, Treasurer.
Ε. H. Andr?ws, H. W. Dunham, S. F. Stetson.
O. G. Chandler, W. H. Eastman, Ε. M. Atwood
ami B. F. lluald, Directors.
Geo. H. Packard, Line Superintendent.
Wire arrived Tuesday, last, and will be
immediately put on the poles.

Mr. Fred Fitch, wife and daughter, of
Sebago, are visiting friends in this

vicinity.

There were several gatherings in prihomes during Christmas day and
in the evening trees. Among those whom
your scribe heard of <were at L. A.
Cole's, Wm. N. Carver's, and L. R.
Giles'.
The inmates of the town farm were rercmembered this year as usual by the W.
C. T. U. with gifts and refreshments.
A happy New Year to all!
vate

ALBANY.
The apple packers have made us another call, and this time took what apples
A· G. Bean had on hand.
Frank E. Bean sold four beef cows to
Eli Stearns of Bethel.
H. 0. Wilbur sold his apples for 82
per barrel, delivered at Bethel.
Mr. Walter Buck of North Norway
has been in town hunting for potatoes.
Christmas passed off very quietly
here in Albany.
There was a neighborhood tree at the home of A. G. Bean
Christmas night.
The program was
carried out as follows : Opened by singChristmas
ing
carol, in which all that
could joined. Mrs. Maud Bean presided
at the organ.
Reading by Mrs. C. L.
Cole.
Sor.^ by Fern Johnson and Nina
Bean.
Recitations by Bessie and Ella
Skinner and Guy Johnson.
Reading by
Nina Bean, after which confectionery
and apples were passed to all.
Then
Old Santa came with jingling bells and
to
shake
the
proceeded
tree, from which
came presents for both young and old.
Ab old Santa left he remarked, "Be
good, be good, and next year Γ11 come
again." A general chat followed. All
left for home saying they had had a One
time. The house was well filled.
Viola Cummlngs, who is sick In Auburn with a fever, is reported to be

WELCHVILLE.
Rev. Mr. Staples has moved into
Emma Washburn's house for the winter.
Mise Grace Warren spent Christmas at
her home.
Christmas concert at the M. E. church
Monday evening, Dec. 24, and a tree well
filled with presents.
Mrs. George Martin visited her sister,
Mrs. Fred Hall, Christmas week.
Mr. Brackett, from
Otisfield, has
moved into one of Ε. H. Boynton's
rents.
Mrs. Gulice Lane visited at M. E.
Warren's Thursday.
SUMNER.
A Christmas festival was held at the
chapel Tuesday evening. There was the
usual attendance. The exercises consisted of recitations, music, declamations
There was a well-filled
and dialogues.
tree. All seemed well pleased with the
occasion.
G. B. Foster, who has been away
packing apples, has returned home.
Mr. aud Mrs. Arno Austin and child ot
West Peru spent Christmas with Mrs.
Austin's parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. L.
Newell.
Several have commenced to harvest
their ice.
We learn that there was a family
Christmas tree at H. A. Sturtevant's

gaining slowly.
Perry and Nina Bean
Bethel to school again.

have returned to

E!i Stearns and W. Bryant of Bethel
have been in town packing apples.
We are sorry to have to report an accident and loss for A. C. Wilbur, who l*
working for Wilbur & Clark of Bolster s
Mills, by which he lost a fine young
horse. It se^ms that while driving down
a steep hill something gave way and let
the sleigh down against the horse, who
The occupants
began to kick and run.
of the sleigh thought it best to leave that
kind of company, and so leaped from the
sleigh. The horse kept on, stove the
jleigh to atoms and broke his own leg
ind had to be killed.
It Is expected that Mrs. Abel
irews will entertain the circle at the
yestry next week.
MUs Maud Beckler, who has been employed as a table girl in a hotel at Kineo, I
las gone to Augusta for the winter, at
;he same kind of work.
Geo. Cummings, who got hart several
weeks ago, is so as to get out on

Tuesday evening.

Ε. H. Thompson and wife visited in
Hartford one day recently.
Hereey Keene of Brown University
spent a few days at his grandfather's,
G. W. Spauldlng's, recently.
W. E. Bowker and H. E. Russell are
sotting wood for Oscar Turner..
Clarence and Ethel Robinson of Peru
visited at G. F. Dyer's last week.
Dr. C. F. Reed of Hartford was at H.
A. Sturtevant's last week.

An-1

|

|

sratcbes.

RUMFORD.
observed at the Corner
η
the V. I. S. Hall Monday even·
! ng ; at Romford Point Tuesday evening
I η the school honse.
Eugene Barker is out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Lord from Rumι ord Falls, with their little son and Miss
: Jla Howe of Paris, were at Henry
i Jtevene Tuesday.

Christmas

<

Josephine Roberts is away

rinit.

on

a

speak
obeyed

to the letter by waiting until the
last word was spoken, when his little
1t
voice piped up "Merry Christmas !" so
The presents
as to be heard all around.
were numerous, but on an average not
The super- I
n« costly as on some years.
intendent, I. F. S&unders, bung oranges
and bananas for the young classes in
Sunday School, and all the little ones in
All were in fine mood for
the vicinity.
enjoyment, and every exercise wae well
receiver) by the large crowd present.
Rev. Z. J. Wheeler has gone to Bow·
doin, but Mr*. Wheeler is visiting Mrs.
A. M. Fogg (Hattie Wheeler).

|

|

j
|
I

lay.

Boys.

Aside from the appearance, it pays to buy a boy good clothes,
because the more you pay, the better the cloth, the sewing, the
that is gold on it,
linings and the fit, that is, if you buy clothing
merits. That is the bind it paye you to buy; it's the kind we»re

endeavoring to sell.
boys' suite, 4 to 15 years, 81.25 to $5.00.
Big hove' suite, 15 to 19 years, $4 00 to $10.00.
Small

HIRAM.

the editors,
of tbe Oxand
all sons
ford Democrat and
daughters of Old Oxford, wherever

FOSTER,

B.

H.

located.

Pays to Buy at Foster*!.

It

It Pays to Buy Good Clothes for

happy New Century to
renders, and correspondents

NORWAY, MAINE,

3pera House,

Our first contribution to the Oxford |
Democrat was in 1855, and we have written each week, but one, since 1888. How
many correspondents excel this record? !
at Foster's,
to
Miss Jennie Kimball, daughter of I t
Emerson and Clara E. Kimball, died
Dec. 10,1900, of consumption, aged 28
years, ■'< months. She has long been a
worthy member of the Congregational
church and a teacher in the Sabbath [n case of Kheumatlsm, Weak
School, also a member of the W. C. T. Back, Backache, and all MaiU., and the Y. P. S. C. E. She wag an , idles for which plasters have
earnest, humble, devoted Christian, and seen found useful, try a
her many friends regret her early and

Pays to Buy at Foster's,

It

Buy

Pays

A PAIN RELIEVER.

untimely death.

Miss Lottie B. Lowell has

a

IiLU vll\/00 Γ LHÙ I LR
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

position

ΠΙ ΛΟΤΓΠΙ

^

_

ΡΠΛΟΟ

ΠΓΠ

Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. Ephraim Wentworth is canvassing
for fertilizers in Massachusetts.

in

LOVELL.
Miss Charlotte Hobbs is at home for
the holiday vacation.
The Christian Endeavor Circle was
entertained at the house of Mrs. C. K.
Chapman on Christmas Day by Mrs. C.
K. Chapman and Mrs. D. H. Woodbury.
After tbe supper the company adjourned
to the church to enjoy an entertainment
of recitations and music, and the gathering of the fruits of two well loaded

Christmas

trees.

Salmon McKeen is

ent.

ERNEST P. PARU Ν,
You will want the NEW YORK
Please call for

are

Giftsn

THE JEWELER.

Holiday gifte from HILLS*

because

they

from

come

a

STORE are always welcome,
house which has the reputation of
goods. In our fourteen years'

selling only guaranteed
business in Norway we have

before offered

never

so

line.

a

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, solid silver
Fountain Pens, Spectacles and Eyeglasses,

in Oxford county.
We buy for cash,

positively

the lowest.
Call and see the

NORWAY,

and
the

complete

plated goods,

largest stock

sell for cash, and our prices are
All goods marked in plain ligures

we

goods.

VIVIAN
MAINE.

7·

HILLS,

W.

JEWELER and GRADUATE OPTICIAN.

CASTORIAr™^

Tiu Kind You Han Alwap Bought

or

THE NEW—=
YEAR will be rung in.
soon

Our

complete

line of

HOLIDAY
for
in

gentlemen

making

is

now on

display,

their selections.

Our

and

GOODS
we are

showing

of

ready

to assist our customer»

Neckwear, Suspenders, Mufflers,

Glorified City.

they

Co.

VIVIAN W. HILLS',

Seenew That Are Likened to VI· io:

as

England Telephone

1901.

AT

BEAUTIES OF A GLACIER.

witching

ALMANAC,

^Holiday

Express.

a

Pharmacist,

Useful and Ornamental

"See, I pay my fare without one,"
she said, giving the conductor a dime
and the woman a reassuring smile.
"I
Hut the woman was stubborn.
"
she reiterated.
want my 'resate,'
The conductor mechanically held out
a nickel to the kind lady of the Parle
gown, but she siiook her head, nodded
toward the old woman and smiled.
The conductor without a word passed
on through the car, which lurched and
swayed through Union square. She of
the "resate" shook her head grimly,
settled herself hack in her scat and
held on to the nickel, determined not to
relinquish it without the necessary a«
knowledgmeut.—New York Mail nn.l

of

FREE.

Public Station for New

Last week W. S. Fox, who was logging in Sweden, cut his leg quite badly.

The fascinations of a glacier

one

and

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE,

quite sick at pres-

Handkerchiefs, Umbrellas, Gloves,
Mittens, Fancy Shirts, Hats, Caps,

:

dangerous.

tolie vision of a crystal city

by light "that never was <>n land
sea" was uot more beautiful than
these vast Ice rivers, whose onv.ard
course is chronicled, uot by years and
centuries, but by geological ages, says
we believe, are the best in town, and
represent the very newest ideas in,
a British Columbia correspondent of
the New York Post. With white domed show cornices wreathed fantastic
look
We shall be
to serve you at this season and
as arabesque and
with the glassy
you need not
walls of emerald grotto reflecting a
iny farther than
million sparkling Jewels, one might be
in some cavernous dream world or
among the tottering grandeur of an ancient city. The ice pillars and silvered
For the best in the market.
Look in the windows, you may see something
pinnacles, which scientists call seracs,
stand like the sculptured marble of fou want.
temples crumbling to ruin. Glittering
pendants hang from the rim of bluish
chasm. Tints too brilliant for artists'
brush gleam from the turquoise of
crystal walls. Itivers that flow through
valleys of Ice and lakes, hemmed In by
CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,
hills of Ice, shine with an azure depth
that Is very inilnlty's self.
[i MARKET
SOUTH PARIS,
In the morning, when all thaw has
been stopped by the night's cold, there
is deathly silence over the glacial fields,
even the mountain cataracts fall noiseHAVE all kinds of Footwear to show you.
Our stock ί»
lessly from the precipice to ledge In
larger and better than ever. We make a great effort to have
tenuous, wlud blown threads. But with
the rising of the sun the whole glacial
what people want and we know our prices are right. We can
world bursts to life In noisy tumult.
show you useful Christmas presents : Men's
from j#·
Surface rivulets brawl over the Ice
with a glee that Is vocal and almost t ο
all kinds of Felt and flannel lined Boots, Shoes and
Slippers. 1"
human. The gurgle of rivers flowing
all
all
and
remember
>rices,
;
we have a nice line of Suit
grades,
through subterranean tunnels becomes '
a roar, as of a rushing, angry sea, Ice (
and Extension Cases. A- nice Suit Case makes 1
Trunks,
grip no longer holds back rock scree
to
loosened by the night's frost, and 1 lice present, we have them all prices from
there is the reverberating thunder of
We have one of the
stocks in the State, we can surely
you·
the falling avalanche.
,
)ur store will be open
till after
Dec.

Hosiery and Slippers,

haberdashery.

pleased

Right Here==

J. F. Plummer,

MAINE.

SQUARE,

WE

Slippers

$1.50;

?ases,

Bags

The Conceited Peer.
( 'hristmas. We shall
A certain conceited nobleman once
observed to Charles Townsend, "When
Come and see us.
I happen to say a foolish thing, I always burst out a-laughing."
Townsend eyed him curiously and at length
remarked In the most deliberate manner, "Ah, I envy you your happiness,
for you must certainly live the merrl4
est life of any man In Europe."

|

are

|

package

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Pays to Buy at Foster's.

A

When you
Invited to α
Mary Abbott spent Christmas with I
| rashioned woman's house for
she always has floating island.

] 4rg. Elliott and Mrs. Blanchard at the
] 'oint.
Byron Tattle was at Weat Paris Sao·

ι

|

was

bear our trade-mark on every

Eiuwuhed 1780.

trade-mark.

N*

sore

genuine goods

and

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.,

RnMr· ,IrviD£

LYNCHVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Palmer have been
to Hollis to visit relatives and friends.
Mrs. Lorin McKeen of Stoneham visited at her son's, H. B. McKeen's Friday.
L. W. Ramsdell, wife and baby, visited
at his father's, Lou Ramsdell's of Stoneham, Sunday.
H. B. McKeen and family went to West
Stoneham Saturday to visit Mrs. McKeen's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gam-

WILSON'S MILLS.
David York has been yarding wood
the past week for Ν. K. Bennett.
Henry Bennett is doing inside carpenter work, putting on sheathing, etc., for ians.
Mrs.. Dora Ames and daughter are with
E. S. Benuett.
F. A. Flint is buying cattle at Cole- Sirs. Ames' father, V. D. Blcknell, who
NEWRY.
brook, driving them home, slaughtering 18 very low at this writing.
SUNDAY RIVER.
The wood and lumber teams are very
them, and tending the beef to the camps
îusy on our streets this good going.
above here.
Lumbering operations on quite an expensive scale are being carried on in
Mrs. H. E. Elllngwood has been quite
been
SOUTH
and
has
carried
WOODSTOCK.
sick at the camp,
Riley. Lumber is being cut in eightFine winter weather, with just enough Coot lengths for paper manufacture.
out home.
Mrs. Fred Jackson and son have reRev. F. E. Rand was in town Friday mow for business, which 1b being well
;urned to Lawrence, Mass.
to see what each one would give toward !
Dr. Hill visited town Sunday.
bulging a church in Magalloway Plan- Our school is being taught by a Mr. No
Christmas tree here ; yet "Santa"
Sarlow of this town, formerly of Bucktation.
ield. He boards at home and carries the ( ividently called at each home and made
SWEDEN.
ι icholars from his section.
He is liked 1 nerry the hearts ot both old and young
with his gifts.
M. E. Perry has gone to Hartford, veil as a teacher.
Farmers are busy getting in their store
West Parle Grange is to bave weekly
Maine, to superintend logging operations
for George W. Xewcomb of Bridgtoo. ι neetings through the winter months. >f ice.
C. D. Atherton has been hauling some
Alvin Bailey and family are now living fwo candidates are coming in at next
in Mr. Perry's house and care for the ι neeting, and more are to follow. In- < ish lumber to Thurston's saw mill.
We are pleased to note that Julian
i tallatlon of officers at the flrat regular
establishment for the winter.
Frank E. Stone recently sold a valu- ι neeting in January, which will be the * itowe is much improved In health.
Hens are on a strike in this locality,
able hone tf Mr. Fogg of Sooth Paris, ι econd Saturday In toe month.

Tuesday evening

The exercises

Poi

Fred Stillman is working for Stephen
Getchell this winter.
Wilson Stiilmau and wife spent Christmas at Paris with his son Tom.
I wish the Democrat and all of its
readers a Happy New Year.

very sick with a
throathere will be a public Installation of
Gertie Cobb is threatened with St.
ollicers of T. A. Roberts Post, G. A Vitus' dance. She is a nice scholar and
on the first Saturday in January in
has studied very hard at school. We are
afternoon, and of the W. R. C. in the very sorry for her.

eveniug.
Mr. George P. Whitney is very sick.

on

It required sixteen stitches to close the
wound. He is doing as well as can be
expected, but will have to be away from
his work for some time.
The annual church meeting of the
Congregational church was held at tbe
Centre Friday afternoon, and the fol:
At the primary school, Miss Géorgie lowing officers chosen
Deacons—J. H. Stearne, G. il. Moore, II. H.
Gatchell
teacher, Monday afternoon
Wiley.
the regular session was omitted and a
Clerk—J. F. Stearns.
Christmas tree was held with appropriTreasurer—John M. Farrlngton.
v
H. Stearns, S. L. Hatch, H. G.
Trustees—!.
ate exercises.
G. H. Moore, C. K. Chapman.
6»ee is at home from Walker,
The usual committees and officers of the
Bowdoin < ollege for the holidays.
also chosen.
Saturday evening. Dec. 22d, the offi- Sunday School were
cers of Shepherd River Lodge, F. and A
M., were installed by Past Master S.
WANTED A RECEIPT.
Adams. Ίίιβ installation was public and
the attendance was very good and all Tbe Old Lad}* Inalfttrd Upon Follow·
listened to the exercises with marked
In Κ ln»t ruction·.
attention. The orchestra consisted ol
The old lady was not used to travelThorn,
violin; Eugene
the Broadway earn. She had
m
oj violin;
Howard Wakefield, cornet; ing ou
12d
Mrs. Irv ng Linscott, organist. After evidently spent, her youth and middle
I tne exercises, the members and invited age in the rural regions, but doubtless
guests sat down to a bountiful supper she culled old Ireland home. The conwhich all enjoyed. The following is a
ductor, who differed little from the
list of the officers :
rest of his kind, came through the car
\V. M.—Melville Gould.
colling for.fares. The old woman held
8. Wanlen-Charlee Harmon.
out her hand, in which a nickel was
J. Warden—I/. F. fitch.
Treasurer-Albert Blake.
tightly clutched, then drew it suddenly
•Secretary-Frank G. Ham.
hack as If she had made some mistake.
S.
peacon—lHaac Lowell.
J. Deacon—S. G. Boynton.
"I want my 'resate' first," she said in
S. 8tewar«l-Fre<l Thayer.
a rich Doolian dialect
KMIon.
jl. Steward—Janice
Tyler—L. D. Mille.
The conductor paid no heed; but,
Marshal—Jae. H. Hill.
out bis hand, demanded, "Fare,
holding
The following is the order of exercises :
please."
Orchestra.
Music,
she repeat"But I want my 'resate,
M. Uould,
Prayer
Orchestra, ed.
Music,
P. M. S. N. Ailame,
Instillation of Officers by
"No receipts, lady," said the stolid
W. Master,
Aililress,
Music
Orchestra,
"I'll have to have your
conductor.
Benediction.
fare."
will puss the
Miss Ida Fessenden
"My son told me not to give up any
winter in Lynn, Mass., with friends.
"
Ina 'resate,'
Oscar Poor is moving his buildings money without petting
from Spring Street to a lot he has pur- sisted the old woman stoutly.
The kind lady with the sweet face
chased upon Mill Street.
A prayer and praise meeting was held and Paiis clothes proffered the assurat the residence of Mr. J. S. Hunt, Mon- ance that it was "all right," that noday evening, Rev. Newtou Clough offi- body got receipts.

ing, and at the M. E. church on Tuesday evening.
Miss II. E. Hersey of Boston spent
Christmas at her home here.
Elmer Parrott and wife and Albert
I arrott of Portland were at Mr. Geo. mon.

Parrott's over Christmas Day.
Nina Wardwell is somewhat better.

The festival
well attended.

i>th

im-1

BAKERS
BREAKFAST COCOA

at home.
John Btllev'a steam mill is busily
turning out timber of various kinds.
Merchant" and blacksmiths have been
well pntroniz°d the past week.

up'

con-1
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academy, having passed their vacations

ived where be was h while longer in
<
iomparative ease ar»d comfort.
A letter from D. O. Davis of Minne1 lota informs us that they are killing
pretty big game out there this winter:
while bome other kinds are rather uujleasant to encounter. One man shot «
n00fi® whose gross weight was estimited
it.1100 pounds, and another man was
'"«eked by a wolf which he finally
beist had torn nearly
8^er
ii
ill
the clothes from his person and
icratched him in a most severe manner.
Mr. Davis says they can hear the
aowling of a wolf almost everv night
ind frequently two or three tuning it
it the same time. Come east, Mr. Davis,
where there are no wolves and a plenty
3f apples.
Some one has sent us a late copy of
Ihe Deseret Semi-Weekly News: it is
printed in Salt Lake City, Utah, and its
It is a
motto is, "truth and liberty."
large, eight page paper, has hardly anything to say about Mormonixra, and as
its name Implies, it is a netcspaper, and
that of a high order.
Daniel Cole and wife celebrated the
anniversary of their marriage on
Christmas day ; the house was well filled
with company, among which were represented four generations; children,
parents, graud-pareuts and great grandparents. The presents, although mostly
of the smaller class, were quite numerElmer Cole had his
ous and valuable.
phonograph there, and after hearing it
talk, laugh and sing, all were ready to
say, as the Pope of Rome did on hearing
one for the first time-"That is, indeed,
a wonderful machine."
Hansom Cole »>ad ι Christmas tree at
his house on the evening of the 'Mth
and there was one at the City the next
evening which drew a full house.
Again the aays begin to lengthen, and
how nice it is to have more time to get
around. If Lieutenant Peary is still
living, won't he be glad to know the sun
is coming that way once more?
Dea. William Thomas is very poorly,
and the sands of life are nearly run out.
hi9 only daughter,
Mr
Mrs.
Titus, who, together with her
husband, leave nothing undone to make
him comfortable, and to render his suuset days as pleasant and cheerful as 1possible.
Sylvester Cole is domiciled in his new
house, and his son, Stillman, who was
married Christmas day, intends to live

A good company were
bee and Dr. Norman Gehring, Bowdoin, [>f J. F. Talbot.
are at home for the holidavs, and Miss present, and a good time reported.
At the recent special town meeting
Bertha Wiley of Smith, and Miss Sarah
f the town authorized the selectmen to
Mason of Bates.
A pleasant event last week was the fight the Swain Notch road to the "bitdelightful skating party given to about ter end."
thirty of the young people by the Van
GRAFTON.
Kerckhoven brothers and Mrs. Van
W. H. Otis was at home for a few
Den Kerckhoven. The party was
and has now gone to
veyed to the pond in two-horse teams, I days recently,
for Mott
where they found warmth and cheer Swift River to work at scaling
from the bright fires and Japanese lan-1 Thurston.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Jenkins of RumAfter enjoying the sport of
terns.
ford Falls visited Christmas week at
skating for a time, all were invited to I
Pratt's.
the home of the hosts and hostess and I Mrs. Jenkins' father's, Sewell
Miss Carrie Brooks Is In Berlin, staydainty refreshments were served, and a I
! ing a few weeks with her aunt, Mrs.
social hour enjoyed.
Mr. Newton Richardson met with a Edith Fox.
Bert Brooks ha? been at home some
painful accident. While attending to weeks
suffering from a bad cough.
butchering, the hook of the chain
Mrs. Florice Mclnnis and little son
trated his knee and made a bad wound.
Kenneth are visiting this week at her
Thursday was the ninety-first birthfather's, A. F. Brooks'.
who
of
Mrs.
Almira
Needham,
day
There w»« a bountifully laden Christthe
upon
afternoon
calling
proved
mas tree at the school house on Christfriends.
the hearts of
The academy reopened Thursday after mas night, making joyous
all the little people. The children gave
a recess of several days.
and acquitted
Mr. John Holt of Andover, Mass., has a little entertkinment,
1 themselves with credit, both to thembeen a guest at Mr. J. U. Purington's.
selves and to their teacher, Miss Addie
Miss Purington went to Auburn
Tltcomb, to whose efforts Is due our
Miss
of
the
to
attend
wedding
day
little Christmas festival.
Stinchtield.
I hear there is to be a Christmas tree
The benefit for the Bethel Library
1 and entertainment at Upton on Saturday
will be given Monday evening.
the 29th.
Mrs. Fred P. Chandler and little night,
daughters spent Friday with Mrs.
NORTHWEST BETHEL.
i
Chandler's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Life Verrill were up
middle intervale.
from Oxford to spend Christmas with
Mrs. Verrill's people, N. S. Stearns and
D. M. Kimball has sold his
wife.
land on Mt. Bridget to O. A. Buck.
after spending some
Mrs. Barker,
Miss S. X. Kimball recently sold her
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Owen
horse to Ed Capen.
B. W. Kimball, W. W. Chase and D. Demeritt, has returned to her home at
j Bethel.
M. Kimball are getting in their ice.
It is said that E. L. Mason has sold
Harold Powers and Willis Chase are
his horse Billy, and is to go to California
trapping rabbits again this winter.
in the near future.
WEST PARIS.
M. Penley called on old neighbors at
a
Our public library has received gen- this place recently.
She
erous gift from Mrs. L. C. Bates.
Jim Tenney, peddler, was here the
has presented the library with fifty vol- 25th.
umes carefully selected from the latest
PERU.
aud best books.
She has made a comStephen Getchell lost one of his work
plete list of names of books in the library
—-each with author's name—for new cat- horses with what they called black
alogues which are to be printed at her water.
Christmas passed off very quietly.
expense and sold at cost price, the proMrs. There was no public Christmas tree.
ceeds to be given to the library.
We have been having quite a pleasant
Bates also offers to give each year a sum
equal to what can be raised among our spell of weather.
books.
of
citizens for the
Cutting ice is the order of the day

A meeting of the Library Association
has been held, when a vote was passed,
thanking Mrs. Bates for her generosity.
The following committee were chosén
for soliciting subscriptions to be paid
before the annual meeting in May : Mr
Christmas passed quietlv. There was C. E. Brown, Mrs. S. T. White and Mrs.
no tree at the church,
(juite a number Ada Andrews. Any subscriptions will
be gratefully received by them, and we
went to the Harbor.
The young folks are improving the hope to see Mrs. Bates' generous offer
meet with a hearty response among
" our
time by sliding on the good roads.

mas.
No. l>. and plenty left.
The spool mill was shut down Monday
L A. Dunn has been quite sick wtelv.
LIAB1LITIKS.
aud Tuesday.
Wallace Reed has
ISi.nded Indebtedness,
#30,000 00 is brabeman on Daua
A. J. Aver has gone to Lewiston to
10,300.00
Temporary loans,
visit his daughter.
S. S. Felt has his
Jack Taylor was up to A. b. Young's
\ouug
«υΛ.ΛΤ
Kills allowed and unpaid
Λΐβ>7
Due state, taxes collected
tetim while he is away.
Saturday.
34S.IS
Due Oxford law library
The baby of Mr. and Mrs. Mark LapK. Richmond is cutting ice.
ld ham has been very sick, but is some betShaw and wife visited at Weld
f»:,41?.62
ter at this writing.
KKHOlKtKS.
There was a Christmas tree in the
you .11 » Merry Chrl«u»s
Due from state, tax on wild lands
i i.lU.4»; and a
meeting house Tuesday evening.
Happv Mew \ ear.
I ti|.ald county taxes,
IKS
Uscar Brown is at home from Bethel
3,40".?i>
Cash In treasury Dec. 31,1900,
for a short time.
WEST BETHEL.
"New Year's calls.
Harry Swift is away this winter, at#11,74ft.»
New Year's balls,
tending school.
ι.labium·* aiMive resources, vaiv>;s.M>.
New Year's falls;
Those who have teaming to do are imThe exce·;* of liabilities over rwources
Cup that cheers
Each New Year's."
proving the good roads.
was last year $.'Γ>,,ν">4.·'>.*>, now 830.ii72.G6,
K. Crose is away working with his
C.
Λ ΙΙ'ψρν New Year to all our renders.
only a verv little more than the bonded
ten m for a few weeks.
L. II. Tyler was in Portland Wednesindebtedness and showing a reduction
Harvey 1'hilbrook has moved into
of more than $.">,000.00 for the year.
day.
in poor Mrs. Lucy Libby's house near the railGeo. A. Grover remains
A stable has been built ou the county
road crossing.
health.
grounds this year, at a cost of SlôOO.
Elmer Brigg* was at home for an
MASON.
hour on Christmas Day.
S. Ο. Grover has got in his ice.
JOHN'S LETTER.
moved
have
and
wife
George I.uxton
F. I. Bean is harvesting his ice crop.
here from Shelburne. Ν. H.
Morrill has
Ernest
bought Krvin
home
from
Portcame
Dana
Grover
AND
HAl'l'KNlNGS
ΥΛΚΗΜ S lll'C'KHELU
Hutchinson's horses.
to spend the holidays with his parland
CO.MMKNT T11KKKON.
Archie Hutchinsou is driving a team
ents.
for Ernest Morrill.
Fred McLeod has leased the hotel in
Minnie Wheeler is visiting her sister,
That beautiful woodlot of Eugene this village, and moved here from AlMrs. Fannie Briggs of Albany.
doomed
is
which
remember,
week.
Wait,
you
bany last
Rov Grover is
working at West
Tom Kecord has pitched his
in part.
The turning over of new leaves never
Bethel iu the mill.
is
the
the
of
axe
and
sound
are
held
unless
there,
much
to
araouuts
they
camp
A dauce at Leland Mills' the '24th enI,eslie Turner has under the pressure of a strong will.
heard there daily.
all.
Woodtaken the job t<> cut the maples.
Mrs. L. H. Tyler, whose health has joyed by
BRYANT POND.
men, spare those trees—some of them.
been failing for many months, went to
it has been quite a prosperous vear for the M line General Hospital for treatSome of the members of Franklin
Baldwin ment on Wednesday last.
J. P. Record aud son Bate.
Grange, assisted by Winfleld Ripley of
Mrs. Eunice Roberts went to Gorham, Wakefield, Mass., presented the drama
apples and sweet corn panned out well.
We are interested in J. P.'s prosperity. Χ. II., Wednesday, where she intends to entitled Our Jim, a military play, SaturJ. P. and "we" have had some rare old spend the winter with her only child, day evening, Dec. "ii. There was a large
crowd present, and the proceeds amounttimes iu the good old days that are no Mrs. Lillian Goodno.
A coon who was stopmore.
The whistle of the steam mill is ouce ed to about $33.
Together we have raced over
we'
aud
old
and
noons
those grand
hills,
together
more heard mornings,
nights. ping at the hotel, was hired to perform
have sometimes limped over the same Ii. E. Allen is engineer, and a small ere -v between the acts.
O, for of meu are employed iu sawing spool
A good time was enjoyed at the hotel
with stone-bruises on our heels.
J. P. has strips.
the days thar ere no more!
by the bridge crew on Christmas eve.
James McPherson blacked up and made
joined the iuvalid corps. There is a
a speech and presented a nice gripH in
place left vacant for us, but we are not
Bethel and his cousof
Archer
Grover
We prefer active
behalf of the crew, to the boss, Mr. Sulanxious to occupy.
of Boston, were in the
Oscar
Grover
in.
livan.
Richard Bryan made a presentaservice, although we are naturally given
on old neighbors,
calling
recently,
place
tion
to indolence.
speech and gave a nice cake, which
who were glad to meet them.
was made for the occasion, to Mr. PetersMrs. Mary Mason has been critically
The dowel mill at this place started
mark. Songs were sung by Petersmark
ill. bur is on th»· gain now. She looks aThe whistle, which has
Dec. 2.'M.
up
a
much
of
take
it
wouldn't
and Parker, the coon. But the fun of it
though
so long silent, is a welcome sound.
been
crew
breeze to blow her high as heaven.
was, the
expected Petersmark
All are hopiuz for a good busiuess in
We learn that the children did wonderwould pass the cake around, but he very
with the old
loaded
Teams
the
future.
fully well in their allotted parts on familiar white birch, as also those loaded gallantly presented the cake to one of
the hotel girls, and they all came out
<"hristma« eve at the Baptist house. Two
with the various pulp woods, give an aplike Old Mother Hubbard's dog.
new and desirable children have been
of life and activity not before
pearance
Glen Mountain House has a French
added to the village population.
They
seen for more than a year.
cook from Portland by the name of Joe
came with the minister—a sweet little
John Murphy has got up his year's Robinson.
a
and
rat7
t>
or
of
some
summers,
girl
of fuel—which seems almost a
The children were made happy on
tling little fellow a year or two younger. supply
reflection on his neighbors, as he is the
Little boys are generally rattlers, aud we
Tuesday evening by the observance of
a
who
without
is
them
one
among
We watch the only
Christmas at the Baptist house. AU the
like to hear them rattle.
team of any kind.
small Sabbath School scholars received a
little ones going to school or at their
seems to be a good deal of sickThere
present from Mrs. Lizzie Rowe Whitplay with a glow at the heart, but they ness in the commuuity now.
man.
don't know it.
has been unable to atFarwell
Grace
a
The assembly of Pythian Sisterhood,
William Cobb of the East has
tend school on account of sickuess,
troublesome and painful growth on the
organized here this winter, has initiated
uot very sick.
though
a
cancerous
some new members recently, and now
inside of his cheek, of
Mrs. Leon Tyler is at the Maine Gen- numbers
The doctors give him no ennature.
twenty-eight members.
eral Hospital.
of
78
is
Dr. Bucknam of Portland was a guest
He
age.
couragement.
years
sick
been
has
Lewis
Mrs.
quite
Tyler
at Ansel Dudley's Christmas Day.
Daniel Tuttle has got in the way of
is some better
He must use extra care for a week or more, but
Albert Bessey of Deering spent Christspitting blood.
now.
mas with his mother.
if he would loug retain a foothold on
has been sick for
A.
Grover
George
Miss Genevieve Whitman of Portsthi« planet.
at last accounts was
Miss Eleanor Forbes goes to New several weeks, but
mouth, Ν. II., is stopping at home for a
to be a little better.
thought
to
the
week
each
while.
Gloucester
preach
Horace Cushman was at home a few
everlasting gospel. Eleanor was a pupil
of ours once on a time, but we don't
WEST BUCKFIELD.
days last week.
She didu't catch it of
claim any credit.
Charles Smith of Stow has been at
Henry Olson of Berlin, Ν. H., was in
Like poets, preachers are born, not Cyrus Mayhew'g.
us.
town Christmas Day.
Miss Bertha Cushman is at home from
made.
J. A. Warren and wife of North BuckNiece Mabel has been attending a Bible tield were at H. H. Buck's Christmas.
Rumford Falls on a short vacation.
in
that
nature
of
or
Institute
Miss Myrtle Bacon is at home from
something
Dan Euiery and family were at Shirley
Portland for a few days.
Springfield. Mass. She will be at home Bon ne y's.
after the holidays. Wonder if Bucktield
Fred Stevens is running an engine for
Montelle and Ethel Bradbury are at
will turn out two old maid preach- home from Turner for the vacation.
the G. T. R. Co. in Canada.
ers.
When we say "old maids" it is
Miss
Horatio Flagg's family had a reunion
Mary Stevens i? attending
We are some- Christmas.
with the utmost respect.
Gould's Academy at Bethel Hill.
We don't
Mrs. Nellie Libby of West Poland was
The farmers are gettiug in their ice.
thing of an old maid ourself.
see how the world could get along withat her old home at Albert Mouritfort's on
Warren Buck has a new sled.
as
ballast.
We
serve
out us comfortably.
Mont Bennett is at work for Victor Saturday.
We even up things surprisiugly. Selah. Pearson.
Mrs. Mountfort's health is very poor.
John.
Mrs. Charles Buck died very suddenly
Will Fogg is at work for H. H. Buck.
on Christmas eve.

R,chf"*

mentioned that be still remained in
lis old borne, but said he mast soon
eave on account of the cold, and soon
ifter he left and went to stop with his
ion-in-law, Geo. C. Cole. About that
ι ι me the weather began to moderate,
I by Hod. fi. V. Poor and family to their .1 ind last Monday it was so warm as to
1 settle the snow considerably, at tho
friends and workmen.
An interesting Christmas concert was 1 iame time bringing the water on to the
inches
given at the Congregational church last ! ce on Bryant's Pond several
could have
deacon
1 leep.
the
I
hue
School
Sabbath
The
Sunday evening.

hcnools and friends, and after a short
programme the presents were distributed
from well laden trees.

Clark a, where she entertained her sons
and daughters, who have not all met at
home before for twelve years.

EAST HEBRON.
The eick are not improving of late.
Mrs. Dunning from Auburu U passing
the week with S. H. Bonney and family.
Oar students have returned to the

GREENWOOD.
It looke, at present, as if the joke was
Last week
)n Dea. S. B. Cummings.

andover.

Russell Tattle and wife of Auburn
Sunday morning special sermons were I Died, in Andover, Dec. 22, Mrs. Dr.
0)*fortl Democrat,
were guests of their sod, C. S. Tuttle, on preached by the pastors appropriate to | Twitchell.
The Ladies' Circle met the 12th with
the day, and in the evening the children
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Christmas.
J. H. Cary of Salem, Mass., visited bis of the Universalist Sabbath School save Miss Alice Poor.
THE
COUNTY.
SECTIONS OF
j The Christmas tree in the hall was a
daughter, Mrs. Dr. Heald, Christmas a very pleasing concert.
time.
Monday evening the Universallst and grand success, as was shown by the
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 1, 1901.
Lewis and Luther Irish were among Congregationallst societies gave a sup-1 number of presents exhibited on the
PARIS HILL.
I the Christmas guests.
per to the members of the Sabbath trees. Quite a number were contributed

a sore

test—Atchison Globe.

$1.50 $7.50.
largest
please
evenings, beginning Monday,
17th,
have extra help, we can wait
upon you promptly·

Yours

truly,

SMILEY SHOE

real old
eupper,
This Is

styles

NORWAY,
Ε. N.

SWETT, Manager.

STORE.
MAINE.

F. W. FAUN.CE, Salesman.
"
L. I. HARRIMAN,

^

*

01 ïf ο ν cl
^ The

Democrat.

Rev. Mr. Ramsdell held services
jail Sunday afternoon.

hoi'γη kakis ρυβτ orne*.
S.1WIO 7:00 A. m; StiO a.
«Nice Hour*
URA.Nl> TRINK RAILWAY.
1,1
,'·'00· a* s o'clock,

I'oniinoclif

TRAIN* LKAVB

m.

T. B. W. Stetson of Hartford, one of
the leading farmers of that
town, was
at South Paris
Saturday.

a. m.

SOl'TH PARIS

James S. Record went Saturday to
Jamaica Plain, Mass., where he has em-
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On account of the death of General
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The Methodist church was crowded
for the Christmas festival on Tuesday
evening. There was a programme of
exercises, mostly by the children, and
gifts were distributed from two wellloaded trees.

i -,;er Ui«*tlng Tue-iay evening.

«ΤΑΠΙ· MKKTINUS.
lU-iruiar
I'r!- I.f ige, No. >4.
·,. 1'vcnlni: >>u or before full moon.
1.ο I ire, regular raect·ιΐ MU
Μ
nlmc 'f each week.—Aurora
"-t Hti.l thlrtl Monday evenings

We have received h communication
to Mr. Jeune's communication
of last week in regard to Moore Park.
Owing to the late hour at which it is
£,. j
received, it is impossible to use it this
ut IVea^nt Kohokah Lodie, No.
V
in the next
:in t f.-urth Krl-lays of each I week, but it will appear
Hall.
issue.
■wifeli ·KeUOT»·
11. Κ kin
Post, No. 14.·», meets
x
tlilrl >;»tur«lay evening» of
Owing to the work in progress on the
I
R- Hall.
mi-i t'i.;T1 *·· C
Methodist church, the house could not
••■•Il
Relief Corps meets ilrst
λ.
λ
u
be
warmed uu Sunday, aud no service
t:
r.
"»atur«lay evening» of each
was held in the morning.
In the even'°„,h in Relief Corp» Hall.from
May 1 to Oct. 1, ing the
far! Ο ι:ιιτ«·,
ρ : Η
Baptists tendered th* me of their
iii t fourth >atunlay; <lurlng the
tTt«
fif vtar, meet·every Satunlay, In house, and the regular service of the
Methodists wa< held there, with sermon
J. II..
Srcon»l an«l fourth XoDuiyt of
I m b· <
by Kev. Mr. Pottle.
ι"î g
saon Itrook Loi».'!·, No. M
Κ. Χ. Hail hud Η fibroid tumor re·
< \

j.

HENRY F. MORTON.
South Paris suffers a lose in the death
of Henry P. Morton,
general manager of
the Paris Manufacturing Co., which occurred at his home here Sunday mornHe had been ill nearly tbree
ing.
mouths with a gastric trouble which the
best of medical treatment was not able
to overcome, and the end had been
feared and expected for some time.
Henry F. Morton was born at Corinna.
Maine, in 1S39. He is the grandson of
Tbomas
Morton, who
came
from
England and settled in Plymouth, Mass.
He was educated at Hebron
Academy
and Kent's Hill, and by
alternately
teaching and studvlng fitted for college,
with th»* design of enrering the ministry,
but the failure of his eyes to such an ex-

Manager Morton, the factory of the Paris
Manufacturing Company i* shut down
tor two days, Monday aud Tuesday.

...

«

in

Mr. w;c. Smith of Portland, agent
Portland Transcript, was in town last

CHIRCHES.

Kev. W. E.
Chunk.
tip4 ( omcrtitatloual
I». I»., pastor, Preaching service*. 10:45
Sun.lav School 12 μ.; γ.
ν p. m
„ ω.!
p. m·.Church prayer meeting on
.α
» 'ι
7 ■.'«o'clock. All, not other
,v ,-ienlng at
i.uivtcl. λ re coMlally tuvihsi.
I 'lurch, Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor
Hethi»!i-t
r.
ilk.- prayer «tetitiK, »*· a.
rvU·. It' 45 a. m. Sat>Uith School
,,ιτ.ι.
Meeting, β 15 p.
League
Kpwurt:
tin* 7 P. μ.
prayer meeting
prayer nut·'■·.♦··»■·
FrUlay evening.
,y e*«-:n"ii.
ΐ;··4. Γ. -I. Ran ι-nie 11. Pastor.
Sabl'Iiln. -ervlce 1υ 45 a.
p. » I
ν
ρ raver meeting

τ

|s

Supper and circle at the Methodist
vestry, Thursday evening of thie week.

to

town—· to
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the

Μγ9. A. E. Bessey of Watenrille
with relatives here for a few
days.

SOUTHPAEIS.

$«?■■·

at

replying

,,

r.

..

1. Hall nou'l au·!
"t ΙΛΟ 11 month.
··:. 1.«nU»·. No. M.
ïïeu·»» Ht Masonic Hall.
\

tuurtli

W«i|-

mette

everyr

from the buck of his neck » few
seems to sutlir no serias the result.
He defr.-Liv
c ve
Hersey speut Christmass cliued ether for the operation, but tht
tumor
the
bone,
Merrill.
Λαά Mr5· *·
proved to be attached to
and he uow expresses his firm conviey \V ,i '»nis at home from Boston1 tion that next time he shall take ether.
SfMrih »; the koBibyi with his family.
While working in the woods WednesMr. Λ. Κ. Morse assiste at an enter- day, Robert Maxim of the Mountaii
eveuthis
Auburn
Monday
•» : ux..'
District, some sixteen or seventeen year;
In sornt
of age, had a bad accident.
ing.
[ M \rdle and wife were at home way his axe slipped and went into tht
.ubec to *peud the holiday instep of his foot, making a wide and
{ruin Ν<
deep wound, and severing some arteries
week.
His brother, who was at "Ork with him,
Dr. .· 1 Mr*. Littlefield moved into had to carrv hie
uie house.
Alrt'iit in Pytuian
rfteir
though the wouud is doing well, he will
week.
be laid up with it all winter.
M- I.. Γ Cerrish of Lisbon, former
CHRISTMAS NIGHT BLAZE.
ί the high school, visited here
last week.
JAMES H. GLOVER'S HOCSE BURNED ΑΊ
t'«»rd. who is employed in
(, -u.i *»
SOCTU I'AKIS.
to
at
home
was
«*»
M
spend
H
:

.»

il.

:

uiovcd

day3 since, and
ous discomfort

<iâv'»Ν'Γ

1

■

*.hri»tnias.

Car!·'

beec

;

m

parents here.

I'oltnan of Farmington has
g the holiday week with his

"» -1 report a good Christinas
Ail the
trad··. ::.· -aviug it has been the best
they ever had.

Mr«. Charles Kawson and her two
? Auburu are visiting relatives
,h In
at N >uth Paris.
H »th »way is at home
M Λ*
M
(roui I·· »i"l ol in ^uincv, Mass., for the
winter vac .tien.
u McArdle, who is teaching iu
M
is spending the holiBnintree. M
dav vacation at home.
--

.·

-£.

br .*l
davs' ■*:

''

Pike of Norway
M
'il Friday to serve a
ce for intoxication.

was

sixty

I»r. and Mrs. J. W. Davis are visiting
relatives here, on a return from an
Ar « ook trip to their home at Cliff
Island.
A special ineetiug of the Kelief Corps
Wednevlav evening. .1 in. 2, at Γ o'clock.
A fu aitt ndance is desired, as the state
inspector will be present.

R. Ν Blossom, superintendent of the
Α>·<>ί M nufacturing Company's works
in >r. P.ul. Minu.. is visiting relatives
here and elsewhere in this state.

The house of James H. Glover on
l'leasant Street, South Paris, was burned
eurly Wednesday morning. It was a
with small stable,
one-story house,
standing next east of Electra Park, on
the north side of the street
The tire was discovered a few minutes
after midnight by the men on a freight
train which was comiug up the line. As
the train pulled into the yard, the eugiue
sounded the alarm. Several other trains
were standing in the yard, with some
half-dozen engines in all attached, aud
all assisted in giving the alarm. Needless to say. iu a very few minutes the
village and surroundiug territory were
fully informed of the fact that there was
a tire.
The members of the tire department
promptly turned out and were soon on
the spot! but only one stream was usea.
l'he tire had made such headway when
discovered that there was no hope for
the house, and only a few remnaiits of
I he end
the walls were left standing.
of the stable, which stood onlv a few
feet from the house, was ou tire when
the tirst of the neighbors arrived at the
place, but the fl*mes were extinguished,
nod the stable was saved with little

damage.

The tire apparently started around the
Mr. Glover and
chimney in the attic.
his voung son were the only persons in
the house, the rest of the family being
Mr.
.I.roe- I
Chapman of Ellsworth away on a visit for the night.
his
son.
beeu
Fi,.s hivisiting
Kay Glover awoke and discovered that the
W ith
Mr. ceiling of the room was on tire.
Chapm-r.. it 1'. K. Wheeler's.
Chapm i' l> superintendent of a large his son he made a hurried exit through
the window, not even stoppiug to dress.
birch mill it Kllsworth Falls.
Λ few of the household goods were
The *torm-door front at the entrance
of Pythiar Block has been removed, and
There was tn insurance of ç3'2-> on the
has been paueled in cypress.
:he ret.·
on the stable.
house, aud
So one thing that has been done in a
long time has made so much iiuproveMAINE NEWS NOTES.
ment in the general appearance of the
.-

b.

Sjuare.

A. W. Walker «ν Son began ice cutting
the l\rk >;reet bridge Thursday, and
ihe fn /en -tuff traveled into their
huas»-- »uh great rapidity, besides
wh ih large quantité* have been hauied
!>> farmers and others, 'l'he ice is
at
:i, k ν..Ί of good average quality.

at

Henry Proulx of Frampton, P.
killed in the Dead River region
Monday by logs rolliug upon him at a

was

log landiug.

Kathleen, the 13 months old girl of
Mr. aud Mrs. Michael Collins of Bangor. was fatally burned by her clothes
taking tire from a spark from the kitchen stove,
during the absence of the
Over a hundred children ate of the
mother iu another room.
at
the
Congregational vestry
supjier
"SwtAvi*
^alet lhv-T«
Vot iwemy-tvm
Tuesday evenV'.g.
exercU·- consisting of speaking and been singing grand opera aud it is said
sinking by :h< children and others, and she now eommauds the largest salary or
the uiili'adit g of the Christmas trees her luminous career. In a New York seawas nf cour-" the most exciting number son the American Diva clears up $01),OW
on the i>ri'graiuiue to the childreu.
That's the kind of girls we raise in
This paper is printed in the afternoon
Monday, l>ec. 31, l'.KX), and while
m* of "iir readers will receive it in the
-· t»
>f the wonderful Nineteenth
Century, many of them will uot see it
until th*- iine has been passed, and the
Twentieth < ntury, of which still greater
wonder, are expected than have appeared i the century just closing, shall
have been ushered in.
ot

y

Maine,

occasionally.

time ago that
Sergeant George F. Doe, a former member of the Augusta police force, later of
the 13d lufantry, had been captured by
the Filipinos and burned at the stake.
V letter recently received gives the information that he is alive and well. He
was captured in March, but has been exchanged in good condition.
It was

reported

some

L. A. Burns, an employe of the Rock·
Ore of tl
many pleasing incidents
here on < hristma« Day occurred at the laud-Kockport Lime < 0. at Kockport,
hume of Mr. and Mrs. C. Fremont Pen- went to the quarry, at 1 ο clock Monday
v at hi^t
morning, to start a steam .pump, and
noon when their daughter.
Mi— M»· -I li., whs united in marriage w heu th»· other workmen arrived, just
to Mr viliuian R. Cole of Greenwood, before 7 o'clock, his body was fouud in
Rev. Α. M Pottle officiating, l'he bride the shafting. The man had been dead
Burns was 40 years old,
was the r>,
ipi«;nt of many beautiful and several hours.
valuable ^ resents from frieuds at home married and had several children.
ïfld abri i
Mr. and Mrs. Cole will be
The resignation of Captain Charles A.
it hotu· t< their friends from henceforth.
Boutelle of Bangor, as a member of the
No cards.
House for the tifty-seveuth Cougress
The atteruhnee ;*t the Chrisfmas ex- will be tendered about March I accorderciserln- B*pti<t Sunday School on ing to an understanding with President
by
Monday evening of last week, wh? McKinley. The resolution passed the
limited only by the size of the house. A Congress a few days ago through
<
of Senator Hale and others of the
short pt gramme consisting mainly of efforts
ftriution* tmi music by the children Maine delegation, authorizing the apBoutelle to the
was wei! carried out.
Then Mrs. Santa pointment of Captaiu
of
Cluu- *ud her husband appeared upon retired list of the navy with the rank
1
will be effective before that
the scene to the ureal delight of the little captain,
folks*. The two Christmas trees were time. The President, however, will not
»e!l laden w ith gifts and a very pleasant make the appointment till the resignation from the House occurs.
all.
evening was

enjoyed by

Notwithstanding

the fact that the
Kumford F tils officers gathered in some
tbiity gallons of tiery stuff only a few
<k)3 before Christmas, there seems to
h.w been euough left in town for a
The
fflorcyr les« joyful celebration.
next day eleven men found themselves
iu the hauds of officers of the law.
AH
Nltwo paid their tines.
John Shea
tuied to produce the necessary fuuds,
»r,d cHiue to jail for thirty days.
Andrew McGee, who is an old offender—
old not in years but in offences—took a
sentence of «sixty days and costs of prostcetion, and he too of course came over.

l.he trustees <»f the Oxford County
Agricultural Society met at the fair

Wednesday, to revise the preN'o radmium KM for tbta year's fair.
ical changes were made in the list.
>■ me of tiie
premiums, including those
on
poultry aud some kinds of fancy
*ork. and* some of the trotting purses.
*ere slightly increased, making an increase of some $200 In the total amounr
"f premiums offered. President Wm. J·
^heeler will he superintendent of
«rounds this year ; Vice-Prealdeut Henrv
1'· Hammond
superintendent of the hall ;
'*m. <>. Frothingnam and Ε Ε· An4»>w» will have charge of the horse department. and J. W. Libby, John Wyi»nd E. W. Penley of the stock departant. Some changes and improvements will be made about the grouuds
this sea*o*.
Although they are not
dually decided upon, It is probable that
old reetauiajit buildings now occu»?ing the corne>ro«low the Norway Uni«««alist Circle bootà on the east side of
"•he grounds will be torn down, and a
good-lcoking building erç^ted i* their

irounv

place,

te serve

mainly

a»

a

che4ok

room.

The building now standing on tfae street,
between nhe main hall and the eolrance
Kate, will very likely be moved back:
Dear where S. F. Briggs' eating house!
*tood, and a neat /enee will be built ini
it* place. Cuts of ttm new judges' standI
w»d the entrance gate, erected last jear,
•ad of the hall, will adorn this year's5
.premium Hat

The long promised arrest has at last
been made in the Fanny Sprague murder case at South Berwick. The coroner's jury, in spite of the efforts of the
county attorney, failed to incriminate
sessions and
any one, but after many
months of delay, decided that the
decensed was murdered by some person
to them unknown. The county attorney
immediately proceeded to act, and on
Mouday Edwin U. Kuight, the "prominent citizen" of the town so frequently
mentioned in connection with the case,
was arrested. He expected it and had
already engaged counsel. A preliminary
hearing was at once held, at which no
defence was put in. The justice found
was comprobable cause, and Knight
mitted to jail at Alfred, to await the
action of the grand jury. No very strong
evidence was put in at the trial, but it
is intimated that the state has much
a prommore in reserve. Mr Knight is
inent citizen of South Berwick, of some
and has been one of the

property,

selectmen.

Company

at

Rutland, Vt.,

concerns

en-

gaged in making the same lines of goods,
but in the latter year he returned to
South Paris and resumed his position
with the Paris Manufacturing Company.
The plant which has thus grown from
such humble beginnings, and with the
development of which Mr. Morton's life
has been identified, is now a large
establishment. Four catalogues are issued by the company
sleds, wheel
goods, desks, and folding goods—and the
made
runs into
of
list
separate articles
the hundreds. The factory runs constantly, with only an occasional day's
holiday, and between two and three
hundred men are employed the year
round.
Mr. Morton has always been very
popular with his workmen, and on
Thanksgiving Day in 189G they testified
their good-will and esteem by presenting him with a handsome gold watch
and chain. All joined in the presentation. and seemed to enjoy the occasion
as much as the recipient did.
Mr. Morton has beeu for some years
a deacon of
the South Paris Baptist
church, and was always deeply interested in all religious, moral and educational
work. He was for several years one of
the trustees of Hebron Academy. He
found little time to devote to his own
amusement or other aflYirs outside of
his owu immediate business, aud into
the care and development of that he put
a deal of earnest effort and a tremendous
His whole life and all his
energy.
powers were devoted to it to such an extent as is rarely the case with any man.
He is survived by his wife and five
of the
children—William P. Morton
Paris Advertising Co.; Miss Julia P.
Morton, now teaching in Abington,
Maes. ; George R. Morton, treasurer of
the Paris Manufacturing Co. ; Harry A.
Morton, who has a position iu the office
of the company ; and Clarence G. Morton, now a student in Colby College.
A brief private service will be held at
the house at an early hour Tuesday
afternoon, and a public service at the
Baptist church at 2 o'clock.
—

died of fright in Fairfield
A team occupied by three little girls was standing in front of Burgess' block, wheu a snow slide from one
of the adjoining buildings frightened
Che animal and he started and went a
short distance before being stopped.
The team belonged to Mr. and Mrs John
Ames of Shawmut, and the little girl
who Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Decker of Clinton and a cousin of
Mrs. Llewellyn Decker of Fairfield, was
visiting Mrs Ames, the little girl's aunt.
The horse was not much frightened, and
Mrs. Ames started to lead him across
the road, when the little girl exclaimed :
k,Oh, I was dreadfully frightened," and
fell forward on her face in the snow.
She was taken to the office of Dr. G. F.
Webber and Dr. Tash was summoned.
The little girl was pronounced dead
from heart failure, caused by fright.
A little

Mouday.

girl

KILLS

THE DATE OF THE FLOOD.

Bible Fact· on Whlefc the Bishop
CHURCHES.
Baaed HI· Queatlo».
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8.
Some ixiople had fun over the reRldeout, Pastor Preaching service Sanday,
10:40 A. M. ; Sabbath School, 18.·00 H.; Men's
of eight candidates for
Prayer Meeting at B:80; Social Meeting, 7:15 p. ported rejection
X.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday the African Methodist ministry In the
evening; Y. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday βτβη- south by the examining bishop because
IngTaO.
Unlversallst Church, Rev. Caroline K. Angell, they could not tell the date of the
Pastor. Preaching service on 8unday, at l6:S0 flood.
Nevertheless the bishop who
a. m.; Sabbath School,
IS κ.; T. P. C. U.
asked the question knew what he was
meeting, 7 .Ό0 P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. B. F. Pickett, Pastor.
doing. It may not have been a fair
Preaching fervlce, 104» a. u.; Sabbath 8ohool,
12 Λ) κ. ; Social Evening Meeting, 7 Λ0 p. m.; question, but there Is a concise answer
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meet- to it in the Bible, and be no doubt
ing, Friday evening.
Baptist Church. Rev. J. A. Harding, Pastor. thought that the eight candidates, If
Preaching service, 10 JO a. m. : Sabbath School,
were well versed in the Old Testa12 .-00 m. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M. they
ment, would answer it at once.
STATED MEETINGS.
The date of the flood was 1,656 years
F. & Λ. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or after the birth of Adam, In the second
liefore fuil moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, mouth and the seventeenth
day. It beNo. 2». asse ubles Wednesday Evening, on or
before full moon. Ox fort I Council, R. 4 8. M., gan then and continued for 40 days
Frl«1ay evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, and nights. This Is how it is figured:
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
The third verse of the fifth chapter of
full moon.
1. o. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting Genesis reads thus, "And Adam lived
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
a son in his own
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Ond 130 years and begat
Fellows' Ha I, second and fourth Friday Even- likeness, after his image, and called his
ings of each month. Mi. Hope Rebekah Lodge, name Seth." Then in the sixth verse
No. Λ8, meets on llrst and third Friday of each
month.
It Is told that Seth lived 105 years and
Κ of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Enos.
Adam, says the fourth
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes begat
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each verse, lived 800 years after the birth
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
of Seth, and the latter after the birth
and fourth Krlilay evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange neets second and of Enos lived 807 years.
So It goes on.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
Enos begat Calnan when he was 90;
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Jail on the llrst Tuesday Evening Cainan begat Mahalaleel when he was
of each month.
Mahalaleel begat Jared when he
W. R. G.— Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- 75:
was 65; Jared begat Enoch when he
day evening.
Ν. E. o. »·.—LakeMde Lodge, No. 177, mets In
was 162.
Methuselah was born to
New G. A. R. Mall, on the Urst and third Wednesday evenings of each month
Enoch when the latter was 65, rfnd
O U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
when Methuselah was 187 he begat
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
Lamech, and Lamech's son Noah came
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
into the world when the father was
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
182. This brings us down to the birth
month.
U. u. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
of Noah, which, according to the added
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
apes or tue several patriarchs at tne
It is now Ordwav Grove Park or never. time their sons were born, occurred
It seem? the owner, Mr. Frank A. Dan- 1,050 years after the birth of Adam.
In the seventh chapter of Gensis the
forth, offers it for 81600, and there his
been contributed the sum of 8300 in eleventh verse reads as follows: "In
pledgee. It would be a fine thing for the six hundredth year of Noah's life,
the town, and Norway has lots of public In the second month, the seventeenth
spirit.
day of the month, the same day were all
The officers elect of Mt. Hope Kebeknh
the fountains of the great deep broken
Lodge are as follows :
up and all the windows of heaven
X. G., Μγη. Ada Llbby.
were opened."
This was the flood,
I |V. ti., Mr». Kle&nora keen.
Secy., Mrs. Eva Kimball.
and It came to pass In the year 1050
Ella
Harrlman.
Mrs.
Treae.,
after the birth of Adam.The Lodge is in a most prosperous
*"

condition.
Saturda> the following officers were
chosen in Norway Grange, wuo will be
installed Jan. 12th, viz.:
Master, Ε. E. Witt.
Overseer, A. W. Whltehouee.
Lecturer,.?. A. Bradbury.
steward, W. O. I'erry.
Asst. Steward, A. A. Towne.
( h iplln, Jona. Whltehouee.
Treas., C. W. Ryerson.
Secy., H. C. Oxnard.
•■•ate Keeper, C. Richardson.
l'omona, Ida Whltehouee·
Ceres, Kate M. Town.

Flora, Hattle Crosby.
Lady Aeet. Stewanl, Bessie B. Towne.
Librarian, H. T. Stuart.
Chorister, Jessie A. Cox.
Executive Com., Uhas. W. Ryereon,

Rowe and J. A.

Bradbury.

Fred

HOW ZULU WOMEN SEW.
They 1'if Skewer· For Needle· and
Giraffe Stnevr· For Thread.

Geo. Franklin
Fred Locke
Earl Swan,

17
17
17

5
11
18

82

77

Christmas exercises were held at all
the churches. They were well attended
and the programs were very interesting,
and consisted of music, recitations and
distribution of presents.
Annie E. Gibson is most pleased with
a
Christmas present from her uncle,
Frank Gibson of Visalia, Cal.
It was
a beautiful gold watch, properly marked.
Dr. Annette Bennett will entertain
the members of the W. C. T. U. Tuesday
evening, Jan. 1, 1901.
The hotel business at Hallowell House,
Hallowell, was reported to be first-class
by O. A. Kneeland, who was In town
this week.
He was formerly of the
Beal'g House.
The collection of United States scrips
and coins in the National Bank window
this week attracted much attention. It
is the property of Mrs. H. D. Smith.
Harry Nevers and Charles Cragin
went to Brunswick this week where they
will attend medical school.
A. G. Wiley was in town the last of
the week. He is now at Brunswick.
Florence M. Paragard, the new assistant in the post office, is giving marked
satisfaction to the patrons of the office.
Norway is always at the front in all her

departments.

Wm. E. Decker of Naples, on comof Warden Albion F. Trumbull of
Denmark, was before the municipal
court this week Thursday for hunting
deer in Cumberland County.
After a
hearing he was found guilty, and fined
840 and costs, which he paid and was

plaint

discharged.
TORTURED A WITNESS.
George Pike was arrested Friday for
Intense fluttering was endured by wit- Intoxication, by Deputy Sheriff Cross,
und after a hearing before Judge Davis,
ness T. L. Martin of Dixie, Ky., before
was sentenced to sixty
days In Paris
he gave this evidence: "I coughed every
This was not the first offence.
night until my throat was nearly raw ; jail.
Otto Schnuer bad a large Christmas
then tried Dr. King's New Discovery
I have used trade in his. hand-made chairs, workwhich gave instant relief.
etc.
They are very artistic
it in my family for four years and recom- baskets,

and have attracted the attention of many
citizens. Mr. Schnuer is the only one in
this section who does such work, and be
knows just how.
John M. Cummings had a team run
away on Main Street Saturday afterThe horse became frightened at
noon.
tbe blowing of C. B. Cummings & Sons'
The driver and another
steam whistle.
person were thrown out, but not Injured.
A WOMAN'S AWFUL PERIL.
and two others
was
smashed
The sleigh
"There is only one chance to save
when the horse entered
an opera- badly crippled
is
that
and
life
through
your
tbe Beal House stable.
tion," were the startling words heard by
Mrs. I. B. Hunt of Lime Ridge, Wis.,
ALL WOMEN ARE BEAUTIFUL
from her doctor after he had vainly
tried to cure her of a frightful case of if they have a clear, delicate and rosy
All
stomach trouble and yellow jaundice. skin and bright, sparkling eyes.
Gall stones had formed and she con- women can have those requisites to true
to
and
nerves
she
began
stantly* grew worse. Then
beauty. Pure blood, strong
use Electric Bitters which wholly cured perfect organic health are all that is necCleveland's Celery Compound
It's a wonderful Stomach, Liver essary.
her.
Cures Dyspepsia, Tea makes pure blood, cures oil nerve
and Kidney remedy.
Loss of Appetite.
Try it. Only 50 cts. and functional diseases, and gives the
For sale by F. A. Shurt- skin the clear, perfeot bloom of youth.
Guaranteed.
We will give you a free trial package.
leff & Co., druggists.
Large packages 25 cents. E. P. Parlln,

as
the greatest remedy for
Colds and all Throat, Chest and
Lung troubles." It will stop the worst
cough, and not only prevents but absolutely cures Consumption. Price 50c.
and 81.00.
Every bottle guaranteed.
Trial bottles free at F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.'s Drug Store.

mend it

Coughs,

South Paris; Williamson &

Norway.

Kimball,

A FAMILIAR CALENDAR.
The 1901 edition of the Columbia desk
calendar is being distributed by the

American Bicycle Co., Columbia Sales
Department, Hartford, Conn. It will be

sent to any address upon receipt of five
This unique and useful
2-cent stamps.
has been issued annually for
A KEEN CLEAR BRAIN.
compilation
CARD OF THANKS.
last sixteen years, and It has come
Y<>ur best feelings, your social posi- the
all
We wish to express our thanks to
to be regarded as an indispensable article
success
largely
depend
or
business
tion
the
service at
in many business offices and homes.
who so kindly rendered us
on the perfcct action of vour Stomach
tiiue of our recent bereavement, especNew Life Pills
Dr.
Liver.
King's
and
Male
the Parisian
clear
Henry Downes, a young man of about
ially to «.he members of furnished
at the give increased strength, a keen,
A 25 cent box 25 years residing in Ltnneus, committed
Quartette for music
brain, high ambition.
Ill health
with a rifle Monday.
tuneral.
will make you feel like a new being. suicide
as the cause.
Μ Κ AM) MKS. ALXON CHL KCU1LL.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co., Druggiete. Is assigned
Sold
by
EctiKNK. Fletcuiik.

NOTICE OF
DISSOLUTION OF FSBT1VBBSHIP.

Up For Loat Time.
When President Kruger sailed for
England some years ago, be was the
object of much concern to bis fellow
passengers on board the liner from
Cape Town, many of whom were consumed with curiosity when they noticed his absence from the dinner table
for the first four days out.
On Inquiry they found that the careful Transvaaler spent the dinner hour
on deck, where he ate biltong and biscuits. When asked his reason, he testily replied. "I have no money to fool
away on expensive eating, like you
Made

Notice Is hereby given that the partnership
heretofore existing between Ernest M. Atwood
of Bucifleld, Maine, and Kimball C. Atwood of
Oradell, New Jersey, under the Ann name of
Atwood A Atwood, te this day dissolved by
mutual consent, the said Kimball C. Atwood retiring from the Arm. The said Ernest If. Atwood assume* the assets and liabilities of the
former firm of Atwood A Atwood and will continue the business under the name of Atwood A
Atwood Company, Ε. M. Atwood, Treasurer 1
and Manager.
(Signed) KKNEST M. ATWOOD.
KIMBALL C. ATWOOD.
Dated at Bucklleld, Maine, this 2Gth day of 1
December, A. D. 1900.

NOTICE.

All persons are notified not to trust my wife,
Jennie 8. Record, after this date on my account,
and I shall pay

Englishmen."
The correspondent

as she has left my bed and board
none of her debts after this date.

who tells the story
and who was on board at the time
adds, "You should have seen the old
man trying to make up for lost time
when it was explained to him that bis
passage money Included his meals on
board·."

H. A.

East Hebron, Dec. 17th, 1900.

RECORD.

«Jersey Ribbed Underwear,

:

Hosiery—Fleeced, Wool and Cashmere.

Yarns of all kinds.

Kid Gloves—Dressed and Mochas.
A Few Hats to Close Out at Cost.

Mrs. E. A.

IN THE WINTER,

ing clone for liim by some one who
had no cares or troubles. At last the
mother found η woman who seemed
to have no troubles, but when she told
her business the woman took her to a
closet containing a skeleton and said:
"Madam. 1 try to keep my troubles to
myself, but ever}· night I am compelled by my husband to kiss this skelThink
eton. who was once his rival.
you. then. 1 can be happy?"

perior

II Ικ 1>ίαί;ηο·Ιιι.

little sister and one-fourth to your little brother, what would you have yourself?
Scholar—Well. 1 guess I'd have the
measles or something so's I wouldn't
feel much like eating.—I'uck.
Houae

Belladonna,

Humor.

I'll givo
Landlady (threateningly)
you a piece of my mind one of these
days if you're not careful.
—

Argus,

STORES.

likely to be our constant companion until about
January, February and March, 3 long, cold months,

is here and
1st.

quarter of the year that you'll need them.

in liberal
values.

quantities,—large

We

can

please

F. H.

NORWAY,

♦

you

on

these

Noyes Company,
»

Holiday

A

Suggestion !
The
Bissell

government,

Sweeper!

service

own
as

Useful, Handsome, Lasting and

formation and clean In character the A rgus Is

dally welcomed in thousands of Maine homes
and the sphere of its Influence Is constantly ex-

Satisfying,
Wealth Producing.

tending.

newspaper the Argus Is fully abreast of
completeness of equipment In all Its
departments. Its general news service includes
As

a

the times in

Will Outlast

the fullest telegraphic and cable dispatches, presenting in well-arranged form all the world's
Its local ami State news cover
news of the day.
thoroughly the First District and the whole

State; its market and ship

equalled

news

In Maine.

reports

are

Brooms.

un-

II. DAYTON BOLSTER »,

logins the new year and century
circulation larger than ever before, and
It is the
the prospect of continued Increase.
a

constant endeavor of those who make It to improve its quality and render It more worthy of
public support. It Is made attractive, interest-

ing, stimulating and helpful to all good causes.
It will keep Its readers In closer touch with
national and above all with State and local interests, than evor before. To that end It will
seek to give All the News, while Its columns will
be enlivened with the attraoMve features that
have made it one of the brightest and l*est of
Family papers in New England.

South Paris, Me.

I
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ί;

The Genuine Davis Vertical

Sewing Machine

Feed

WEEKLY ARGUS.

Sowder.

forty

Prices $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.

The A rgus

with

♦

♦

the leadIncreasingly
ing Democratic paper of Maine. Broad In its
views, fair In tone, universal In Its scope of Invaluable

SOUTH PARIS.

(2 STORES)

DAILY AND WEEKLY.

cause

over-garments.

warm

1803—1901.

In that

goo(\

NOBBY TOP-COATS AND REEFERS for little fellows,

A physician says one should never do
any work before breakfast. Some day
science will recognize the great truth
that working between meals is what
The A rftus looks back over the closing century,
Is killing off the race.—Minneapolis
for nearly the whole period of which It has been
Times.
regularly published, with gratitude to the faithful constituency of succeeding generations and
A book published In Japan 1.000
with pride In the service which It hae been able
years ago notes that at that time good to render. It looks forward to the new century
silk was already produced in 2Γ> prov- with undiminished faith in JcflTersonlan democracy as the best form of human
and the determination to make It*

We've got them

assortment to select from and

Fashionable Oxford Mixed Vicunas and Frieze Overcoats'at $6, $7,50,
$10, $12. Raglan coats, $10 to $15. Other overcoats, $4,50
to $12, in black and blues.
Vermont Gray Ulsters, $4.50, others $6, 7, 7.50, 9,10.
Irish Frieze Ulsters, wind and water proof, in blue, black, brown
and gray mixtures at $10, Every coat warranted,

Strengthening, Cap-

Eastern

Boarder—I guess 1 can stand it if It
Isn't any bigger than the piece of pie
you gave me.—Detroit Free Press.

BLUE

April

any other combination in plaster
They are also preferable to ointments, liniments and salves.
Benson's Plasters have reoeived fifty-five
highest award» over all competitors; and
more than 5,000 physicians and druggists
have declared them to be one of the few
trustworthy household remedies. For sule
by all druggists, or we will prepay postage
on any number ordered in the United
States on receipt of 25c. each.
Be sure you get the genuine. Accept no
imitation or substitute.
Seuburv A Johnson. Mfg. Chemists N.T.

Teacher—Suppose you had one pound
of candy and gave two-thirds to your

Boardlnu

to

or

Howe, South Paris.

Overcoat and Ulster Weather

the stomach. Cough mixtures often nauBenson's Plasters are medicinal in
seate.
the highest degree, and quickest to act.
Placed on the chest or back or on both
at once in serious cases, the good effect is
felt immediately. The congestion yields, the
oough abates and the breathing improves.
Lung or bronchial affections or kidney
disease, are cured with the least possible
suffering and loss of time.
Benson's Plasters are immeasurably su-

sicum
form.

35 and 50 cents.

Jersey Bibbed Union Suits, 5° «nu«nd $1.
Ready-Made Underwear, Ri^ffom1t1''

(Benson's Plaster It Pain's Master.)
A Skeletom In Every Cloaet.
For coughs and oolds Benson's Porous
a skeleton Plasters are an incomparably better rem- ·♦<
The expression "There
or internai.
in every closet" is said to have Its edy than any other—external
Their medicinal properties enter the akin
once
that
a
soldier
In
fact
the
origin
and go ttraight to the teat of the diuau.
wrote to his mother, who complained
They relieve and core a "seated" cold
of her unliappiness, to have some sew- without disturbing the
system or upsetting

The skill of the Zulus of South Africa
In sewing fur Is a household word in
South Africa, and eome of the other
tribes compete with them. The needle
employed is widely different from that
used by the ordinary needlewomen. In
the first place, It has no eye; in the
second, It is like a skewer, pointed at
one end and thick at the other.
inces of that country.
The thread is not of cotton, but le
made of the sinews of various animals,
HOW'S THIS !
the best being made from the sinews
We offer One Hundred Dollars He want for
in the neck of a giraffe.
It is stiff, any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Cure.
inelastic, with a great tendency to Hall's Catarrh
F. J. Chenet A Co Props., Toledo, O.
"kink" and tangle Itself up with anyWe the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, anil believe him perthing near it. Before being used It is fects
honorable In all business transactions
steeped in hot water until it is quite and financially able to carry out any obligations
soft and is then beaten between two made bv their firm.
West Λ Thhax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo.
smooth stones, which causes it to sep- Waluino, Kinnan Λ Marvin, Wlioijsale Druggists, Toledo, O.
arate into filaments, which can thus be
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, actobtained of any length and thickness. ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
Thus the seamstress has a considera- of the system. Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold
by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
ble amount of labor before she comHall's Family Pills are the best.
mences with the real work In hand.
Many School Children are Sickly.
Finally she squats on the ground
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
(for no native stands to work or do used bv Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
Home, New York, break up Colds In 34 hour·,
anything else who can possibly help cure
Feverlohness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
bores
two
her
needle,
It) and, taking
Teething Dlforders, and Destroy Worms. At
Ad25c. Sample mailed FREE.
all
Druggists.
the
or
holes In the edges of
garrug
dress, Alien S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Κ. Y.
The
meut on which she is working.
A SENSIBLE MAN
thread is then pushed through with
the butt of the needle, drawn tight, Would use Kemp's Balsam for the Throat and
It U curing more Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Lungs.
and two more holes are made with Bronchitis, Croup and all Throat and Lung
The proa like result, the skewer progressing Troubles, than any other medicine.
prietor has authorized any druggist to give you
very slowly, but fast enough for a a Sample Bottle Free to convince you of the
and 50c.
country where time is of no value merit of this great remedy. Price 25c.
whatever.
A Certain Cure for Chilblain·.
The skin upon which the seamstrese
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
It cures t hllblalns, Frostbites, Damp
ts working Is damped with water beweatlng, Swollen feet. At all druggists and
fore she commences, and as the damp Shoe 8tores. 25c. Sample FREE. Address,
threau and hide dry out they bring the Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

W. Thomas McCormick has the position of freight agent at the South Pari··
station. He worked some time at the
Norway station until the crew was reduced.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hunt of Boston
spent Christmas with their daughter,
Mrs. W. F. Jones. Mrs. Hunt and her
mother, Mrs. £. F. Judkins, are still
with Mrs. Jones.
Horace VV. Oxnard, who is at work at
Houlton, come to Norway and enjoyed
Christmas with bis mother. He returned
to work the last of the week.
The "Sunlight Dance" Tuesday afternoon at the Opera House, under the
management of Walter S. Stearns, was
a great success.
The I'niversalist society hold their
promenndes at Concert hail every other
Friday evening. The one this weekwill be followed in two weeks by another. Music by Stearns' Orchestra.
It is reported that George W. Wood
has become the owner of the Home
house on Cottage Street. The property
was owned by the Norway
Savings
Bank, and recently occupied by J. A.
Tuell.
Arthur Hebbard won the doll in the
Noyes Drug Store window. His guess
was the nearest to the doll's cost price.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Flood of Farmington, drove across country to his parents'
home at Norway Lake where they took work very closely together.
Chaistmae dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Divid Flood.
The Average Lawsuit.
Tuesday afternoon the shooting conThere Is nothing more ridiculous than
on
test
the meadow north of the village,
lawsuit. Two men dispute
for a supper, was as follows—two rounds the average
over a few dollars and go to law. Both
with live shots each :
Their neighbors are
to lose.
16
17 are sure
Capt. Bert Hosmer
Vern Aldrlch,
19 dragged In as witnesses, and the costs
17
Brown
19
19
Byron
to 10 or 20 times the amount in
Fred Wentzel
19 amount
21
Addison Nelson,
19
7 'dispute.
Frequently these lawsuits
ruin families and start quarrels that
92
81
last for years. Some men claim It Is
18
23
Capt. Geo. Wheeler,
ChiS. Fox
IS
20 "principle" that actuates them In these

MILLIONS.
Every mouth thousands—every year
millions—are hurried to untimely graves
First
by insidious, deadly consumption.
the neglected cold, then the persistent
to the incough, then the rapid decliue with
I
WORLD'S CHAMPION.
Don't trifle
your
evitable end.
I
trouble.
to
cure
or
lung
remedies
piles,"
your
tried
"I
cough
many
cold, your
Cleveland's Lung Healer will cure you— writes W. R. Smith of Latham, 111.,
It has a longer rec- "but found no relief till I used Bucklen's
quickly and surely.
I have not been troubled
ord of "perfect cures than any other lung Arnica Salve.
It's the only chamwith piles since."
remedy iu the world. We will give you
2*>
Large bottles,
ion pile cure on earth and the beet salve
a free sample bottle.
WilSouth
Paris;
25c per box, guaranteed
in the world.
cents. E. P. Parlin,
liamson and Kimball, Norway.
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.

CONSUMPTION

]

prevent his continuing his
studies cut oft' his prospects of going to
aud
college,
gave a change to the course
of his life.
In 1861 he married Miss Lucelia C.
Forbes of Paris, and thev at first made
their home at the Bates farm in Sumner,
the old homestead place of Mr. Morton's
mother. While there, Mr. Morton, being of a mechanical and inventive turn
of mind, began the manufacture of hand
rakes, using a basement for his workshop. Aftei a short time he moved to
North Paris, where he began the manfacture of children'? sleds, here also using a basement for the workshop.
After a short residence at North Paris,
he moved to West Sumner, where a
factory was built, and baby carriages
and children's carts were added to the
line of goods manufactured. In fact, the
variety of products has been steadly increased from the foundation of the business to the present time.
At West Sumner he was for a time in
company with
Thomas E. Stearns, later with B. F.
Bates. Later partnerships were Morton,
Forbes Λ Crockett,
and George B.
Crockett «ft Co., Mr. Morton being all the
time manager.
In 1870 the business whs moved to
Paris Hill, where a factory had been
built, and in 1S73 the Paris Hill Manufacturing Company was organized to
It remained
carry on the business.
there, constantly expanding its plant and
business, until 1S84, when it moved to
South Paris to secure railroad facilities,
and reorganized under the name of the
The
Paris Manufacturing Company.
factory, which was on the present site
beside the railroad, was destroyed by
tire two years later, and in its place were
erected the principal buildings of the
present magnificent plant.
From ISM) ro 1892 Mr. Morton was with
the Winton Manufacturing Company at
Binghaiuton, Ν. Y., and the P. E. Chase
tent as to

NORWAY.
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The Weekly Argus will keep up Its old-time
reputation as a family newspaper, covering the
BORN.
news of the State and giving careful attention to
Its markets and ship news reports. Subscribers
In Dlxfleld, Dec. 25, to the wife of John S. to the Weekly Argus are entitled to the Saturday
Harlow, a daughter.
edition of the Dally Argus. This practleally
In Rumford Fallu, Dec. 26, to the wife of Philmakes the Weekly a semi-Weekly ami gives the
Has Goutbler, a daughter.
In Esst Hrownfleld, Dec. 16, to the wife of subscriber a large volume of news for a small
Carl Blake, a daughter.
amount of money.
In Norway, Dec. 21, to the wife of Walter H.
Stevens, a daughter.
Terms s
Thadof
the
wife
to
Dec.
In West Bethel,
il,
deus Luxton, a son.
The Dally Argus Is sent for 50 cents per month
In Lovell, Lee. 23, to the wife of Adclbert A. or
(6.00 per ycartf η advance, and (7.00 at the
Stearns, a son.
end of the year, free of postage.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING THE SAT
MARRIED.
One
URDA Y EDITION, Is sent at these rates
It Is bullheadedness, pure
lawsuits.
copy, one year, free of postage, #1.50 In advance
and Needle*
Bobbin
In South Paris, Dec. 25, by Rev. A. W. Pottle,,
and simple. It is nearly always easy Mr. 8tlllman R. Cole of Greenwood and Mli-e or (2.00 at the end of the year. Clubs of 5, free
New
the
for
\v.
•.v.'.v.vv.vv.
of
Mabel R. Penley of South Part».
to "split the difference."
In Lewlston. Dec. 22, by Rev. C. 8. Cummlngo,
Home and Davi* JIaeliiiieM on hand.
Another bad feature about these law- Mr Thomas P. Sampson and Mrs. Nettie J.
Paris.
suits is that^he county Is put to con- Lowe, both of South
In Sweden, Dec. 25, by Rev. George Barber,
00 Exchange Street,
siderable expense, and men willing to Mr. Wilbur W. Wilson and Mlee(Lenu B. MaxMftlno.
Portland.,
work are compelled to sit on the Jury. well, both of Swe<len.
In Fryeburg, Dec. 25, by Rev. Β. N. Stone,
Settle your disputes without going to Mr. Howard W. Lord and Miss Adalade W.
NOTICE.
law. If the man with whom you are Hanson, both of Conway N. !!. Β. N.
Stone, Mr.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
In Fireburg, Dec. 26. by Rev.
the
to
not
Is
"split
both
willing
Emma
Balh.rd,
dlsputlug
been duly appointed executor of the last will
Elmer E. Walker and Miss
and testament of
difference," he will probably accept a of Fryeburg
A. ADAMS, late of Rumford,
In Fryeburg. Dec. 26, by Rrv. Β. N. Stone.
three
It
to
to
leave
neigh- Mr. Howard W. Jones and Miss Harriet B. In theVESTA
proposition
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
of
law directs. All persons having
both
bonds
as
the
Fryeburg.
Towle,
bors.—Atchison Globe.
In Mechanic Fall·, Dec. 26, Ly Rev. E. W. demand· against the estate of said deceased are
Webber, Mr. Qulmbv D. Milieu and Mis» Iola desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payE. Francis, both of Oxford.
Advice From a Botcher.
In East Sumner, Dec. 24. by Rev. B. F.Turner, ment Immediately.
"What the newspapers should do Is Dr. J. B. Robinson and Bliss Gertrude Palmer.
Dec. 18th, 1900. WILLIAM H. MKRIULL.
In Lovell, Dec. 26, at the home of the bride's
to devote less space to describing what
Rev. Samuel Holden, Mr. C. Reg
NOTICE.
more to what parents, by
and
wear
should
people
Inald Pottle and Mies Mary R. Stearns.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
In Rldlonvllle, Dec. 6, by J. L. Howard, Esq.,
they should eat," remarked the butchhas
been duly appointed executor of the last
Mr. Alpheue B. Taylor and Mrs. Bessie Daner. "Fashionably dressed women come forth of Mexico.
will and testament of
WILLIAM
COOLIDGE, late of Canton,
lamb
In here every day who don't know
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
from mutton or a hen from a rooster.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
DIED.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
No wonder men have dyspepsia! I find
desired to present the same for settlement, and
F.
that men know more about the quality
all
Indebted thereto are requested to make payDec.
Morton,
In South Paris,
30, Henry
XtN
ment immediately.
61
do.
women
years.
Many
than
aged
stuffs
food
of
J. FRANK QUI Μ Β V.
Dec. 18th, 1900.
In Minneapolis, Dec. 27, Rev. John B. Wheelfew
the
know
even
don't
of the latter
wright, aged 80 years. (A former pastor of the
Parle Congregational church.)
simple tests that might help them to South
in Canton, Dec. 13, John R. Weld, aged 45
distinguish an old fowl from a young years.
In Fryeburg Centre, Dec. 23, Mrs. Alice, wife
one, and about meat they're greener
of < handler Ruzzell, aged 29 year·.
the
here
In
came
woman
A
young
In Browntleld, Dec. 24, Mrs. Olive Bailey,
yet.
other day and asked for two pounds of aged 87 years.
In Bryant'· Pond, Dec. 24, Mrs. Charles Buck.
veal cutlets. I showed her the loin I
In Hartford, Dec. 18, Ernest, youngest son of
sold at
LADIES' CAPES in good
and
and Maggie Bosworth
Prescott
proposed to chop the cutlets from,
In Andover, Mas·., Dec., Bralnenl Cnmmlngs,
she remarked. 'Yes; that's very nice, a native of Albany, aged 67 year·.
lined with
LADIES' ALL WOOL KERSEY
"—
satin,
In Hanover, Dec. 3, Mr·. Melissa (Mann),
but Isn't it rather thick to fry?'
wife of James S. Mitchell, aged 65 years, 10
now $3.00.
Philadelphia Times.
16
months,
days.
In Andover, Dec. 22, Mrs. Dr. Twltrhell.
In Rumford Centre, Dec. 28, William J.
LADIES' HEAVY
stitched, lined with extra
Kimball, aged 44 year·.
The Reelected Voice.
now $7.«SO.
at
and
satin,
common
most
is
the
quality
voice
The
ALSO
STATE OF MAINE.
the same time the most complex of huDec.
88.
27,1900.
OPOSSUM SCARFS, now
OXFORD,
GOOD
to
listen
we
It
When
man faculties.
Taken on exeeutlon wherein Martha J. Young
we realize nothing of the many influ- of Porter is plaintiff, and David Varney of
now $3.«10.
SABLE OPOSSUM SCARF, worth
Yet It repre- Porter Is defendant, and will be sold bv public
ences at work in Its use.
auction on the 30th day of January, A. D. 1901,
sents the character, the mood, the tem- at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at the office of F. Bowker's
A. Fox, In Porter, In said county, all the right
BLUE FOX SCARF, now *3.00.
perament and the health of the individ- in equity
which David Varney or Porter, In the
Animal
ual when left to run In Its own way. County of Oxford has, to redeem the following Bowker's
HEAVY STORM COLLARS, 8*?.00.
mortgaged real estate, situated In
If uncontrolled. It will develop much as described
Porter, In said county, to wit:—A certain ht of
a flower garden will develop; the rank land In Porter aforesaid, with the buildings Pratt's
to wit
CHILDREN'S CLOAKS at two-thirds price.
a celebrated egg
Northerly
and weedy nature will come to the thereon, bounded a· follow·,
bv road leading from G. A. Norton's to Kezar
front, and the tones of exquisite beau- Falls ; easterly by land of Ansel > lley ; southerly
habits by land of Geo. W. Towle; westerly by land of Pratt's Animal
ty will be obscured. Bad daily
Jessie Blckford and land of Albert Holmes.
in the use of the voice will give It
Sidd real estate Is subject to a mortgage given
If con- by said David Varney to Lydla F. Stacy of
qualities.
many disagreeable
For Sale
Porter, recorded <n Oxford County Western
trolled. the voice will keep Its weeds in District Keglstry of Deeds, book 78, page 313, on
its
to
be
due
about
one
Is
said
hundred
which
there
and
only
permit
the background
dolUr·.
beauties to be known. If cultivated,
Dated at Porter the 27th day of December, A.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
out and the D. 1900.
taken
the weeds will be*
E. L. FLINT, Deputy Sheriff.
Press.
flowers developed.—Pittsburg

THE SUPERB
ONLY

EVILLY

WARRANTED

$16.90 !

Rubber*,
Belting,
While, Singer, Domestic,

EASTERN ARGUS PUB. CO.,

J. P. RICHARDSON,
Hardware Dealer

SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS,

X

Great Mark Down
CLOAKS AND FURS!

GROUND

Green Bone

heavy

good

JACKETS, neatly

—

—

Oyster

JACKETS,

HENS,

FOR

$7.50, ηο\ν$4.7«ϊ.

quality

$2.50.

QUALITY

Shells,

$5.00,

Prepared Grit,
IVeal,

Poultry Food,
producer,

Regulator.
by

SOUTH PARIS GRAIN CO.

An Unexpected Remit.
"You know how superstitious Bloxham is?"
"Is her
"Yes; be picked up a pin In the street
with the point turned dlthe other

day

eral years."
"And the uncle died Immensely rich
and left him all his property?"
"Not much! He had to pay the fuPlain
Cleveland
neral
Dialer.

expenses."

No Hiaor lo The mi.

Milec—Why,

can

THE

suit you. Come and

large variety and get

you buv.

our

what's

wrong

with

WE HAVE SLEIGHS OF
Everything new and up to date.
At the Prescription Pharmacy of

MILLETT,

I7
««

Prices

right

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

^"^s^Church Street, SOUTH PARIS.

CASTOR
Tli KUYh Hin iUai]tBN||it

LEAVITT'S

DIARIES—All Styles and Prices.

prices before

!h«m ?

Giles—The illustrations are painful
Miles—The illustrations?
Giles—Yes; he uses original cute.—
Chicago News.

FARMER'S and

A fine line of MEMORANDUM and ACCOUNT BOOKS.

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

H. P.

OLD FARMERS', MAINE

ALMANACS.

see our

—

Giles—I don't like that barber's fun-

ny anecdotes.

We

„ME.

Diaries and Almanacs for 1901.

WANT A NEW SLEIGH?

reptly toward feln*·"
"Oq on."
"An hour afterward he received a teldeath of an unegram announcing the
sevcle from whom he hadn't heard for

THOMAS SMILEY, ■»"»»■

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
t

Call for

a

Peruna

Alfnanac—FREE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

THERE WASN'T ANY ROW.

[W|||X||r||MHW|||>l|||M

BEECHAM'S
PILLS

South Paris.

Piano Stools,

Bilious and Nervous Disorders

Constipation,
Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, Disordered Liver and

Sick Headache,

AND

The World's Medicine I

Books.

6,000,000 Boxes.
10 cent· and 25 cents, at all drug stores.
Sale Exceeds

AT

Reasonable Prices.

Paper!

paper your
room for 50 cents. 10
rolls paper and 20
All
yards border.
can

new

patterns.

White back papers 5 cents
Gilt* 7 to 10 cents a roll.

Beecham's Pills have the largest sale of
and ?
any Proprietary Medicine in the world,
τ
this had oevu achieved
Without the publication of testimonials

iwlllxlllxllllHwlllxMU I

We

If you want a good plow don't fall to call
The Arlington and Yankee Pbws are the
leading Swivel Plow·» of the day. We also have
the Eclipse Corn Planter which is the best in
us.

Α. XV. Walker & Soil,
South

The Whole
in

w.
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Montreal :—"We

frequently

/mint in the atom,
ark. rhtumatinn, utiffntm, frost biten, ehil·
befa.'i

men

in

afflictions which

and all

cram ι
our

position.

I have

no

saying that P.wn-Killkk
remedy to have near at hand."

tation in

Tie.

t>ctt

1'ited Internally

»nd

hesithe

m

Kxternally.

stick
some-

thing that doesn't
stick ?» Buy MAJOR'S
CEMENT: you knowit sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it.

Stick to MAJOR'S
CEMENT. Buy once,
foryou will buy

Λτιτοηβ sending a «ketch and description may
whether an
qnli-kly ascertain cur opinion freeCommunicaInvention is pr' bably patentable.
tion· strictlyconMentlal. Handbook ou Patenta
for
necuruiji
patents.
free.
Oldest
sent
wieticy
Patents taken through Munu A Co. receive
tpn uil notiez, without charge. in the

! ever.

nothing

Scientific Jlmerican.

IS

A postal

you

a

DO YOU WANT IT?

or

supply promptly.

briDg

anl 25

What city in Eugiaud does the picture
«vprcseut?— New York Journal.
No. 3M2.—Charadr.

My one is u boy full of frolic and fun.
One and two put together are same

the

ESTABLISHED 1ST*.
all

drugglsta
CO.. NEW YORK CITY.

iwits i**r bottlu at

MAJOR CEMENT

Branch Office, (35 Κ St, Washington. D. C.

OCT.

is

good;

and MAJOR S LEATHER.
T«ru»»-j*r»ti'CfOifnt»— th·· hwit. In»i«t va haviiifc'thmi.

MUNNSCo.36"*"""*-New York
\vk AUE NKVEK
telephone to us will

as

don't believe
substituter.

A handsomely '.llostrated weekly. l.irirest circulation of an* *. lentlBn Journal. Term·*, f.i a
year : four months, $L Sold t«f all newsdealer*.

A
I f
prv
vvmL·

There

supplied

plate sa-

or

tiates appetite rather than stimulates it.
A gracions expectancy of what is to
come is a great help at the table.
5. A stinted supply is very discouragiog. To the apprehension of a lack of
the moral sense of mortification is

added in this case.
6. Beware of lil-assorted|dlnner or tea
be a
parties. An occasion intended to care
pleasure is often a pest for lack of
This caution applies to
in this regard.
the selectiou of guests, and more strongly to the disposition of guests at the
table. Secure fitness both in viands presented and in tbe party present.
7. Do not inaugurate new features at
a dinner party unless you are sure you
have the mastery of them, and that when
done in a masterly way they will certain-

kled the bluecoat.
"It's on me, just the same. My girl
lives around the corner, and I went to
see lier. I thought it was all"—
"Where does the combustion come
In?" Interrupted the officer.
"Coine out, you mean," corrected the

youth.

"Come off!" exclaimed the officer.
"Tell me what the row Is before I

chase

you."

"Well, that's what I'm trying to do,"
pleaded the boy. "The girl's old man
and I don't harmonize a little bit, and

when he met me at the door he fired
If
me so suddenly that I had vertigo.
comyou don't call that spontaneous
bustion, what the dickens do you call
It?"

"Oh, excuse me," apologized the policeman, "you run along home and get
into your trundle bed!" and tlie bluecoat geutly wafted the remnant on Its
way.—Detroit Free Press.
Bekcham's I'illb—no

equal for Constipation.

Expectations.

Great

Jack Bachelor—

So you have named him after a vicepresident? Ned Newpop—Yes, we want
him to start out in life totally unknown,
and make a name for himself.

Constipation

25 cents.

is cured

by

Hood's Pills.

"How do you suppose she manages to

Two Sizes, Ï5c. and 50c. bottles.

Why try to
things with

side table and

apron.
"So you never had
Missing the Fun.
10. Both haste and slowness should
"Dear
"Never."
At the finest French din- a lovers' quarrel?"
be shunned.
What's the use of being engaged,
ners the courses will not average more me!
French waiters then?"
than five minutes each.
are marvelously expert, however, in reImpossible to foresee an accident. Not
moving and replacing dishes.—Culinary
impossible to be prepared for It. Dr.
Topics.
Monarch over
Thomas' Eclectrie Oil.
SIX RECIPES FOR PUDDINGS.
pain.

Davis' Pain-Killek for

blaint,

a

serving dish.
4. An overloaded table

8. Beware of tbe delusion that hospitalis expressed by the weight of its beef
Left hand diamond: 1. In smolder. 2. ity
and mutton, and the multitude and rarity
An auimal. î>. A weight. 4. Variegated
of its viands.
in color. 5. The claw of a fowl. G. A
9. Have no meddlesome, noisy or
number. 7. In smolder.
Waiters should be
service.
Ilight hand diamond: 1. In smolder. 2. slovenly
attired neatly, and should wear light
To beat or scrape with the fore foot. 3.
shoes or slippers. They should take no
Turkish title. 4. One who meanly shrinks
in the social proceedings, not so
from danger. 5. A large animal. 0. A part
indeed, as to smile at the best
much,
verb. 7. In smolder.
things. On formal occasions the manservant should wear a dress coat, white
Xo. 3S1.—Picture I'nule.
vest, and white necktie. The maid-servant should be attired in a ueat, inconspicuous dress, with spotless white
*

*

Pkkby

use

to

ly prove agreeable.

*

C'apt. F. Loye, Police Station No.

From

SUPPLIES !

HAXin,

DAVIS'.)

(PERKY

photographic

p.

letter about

one

Pofm-KiUer
5,

93 Hain St., South Fart»,
Mull on 1ère promptly tilled.

Story

*

*

*

Main·

Parla,

Diamond·,

*

use.

NORWAY, MAINE.

u

Ko. 3SO.—Double

on

Hobbs' Variety Store
UnmLllnU

agents for

Simply a Cue of Spontaneοαι Combnitlon.
He was α very young man, almost
too young to be out on the street at
that time of the night, 8:30 p. m., and
his
appearance Indicated that
It W··

The following ten pieces of advice are
general
given"by Marion Harland, one of the best he had been picked up by a cyclone
known and most sensible of American somewhere during his mcanderingn.
culinary authorities :
He was not utterly demoralized, but
1. Never nee table linen wbicb is open
was something in his manner
there
The
soiled.
of
to tbe suspicion
being
lead the-close observer to
would
that
of
questionable propriety.
napkin ring is
not been
Why not, as at hotels, furnish a clean the conclusion that all had
at every meal?
well with him.
napkin to each personabundance
of nicks
"Gee!" he exclaimed as Be spun
Crockery with an
and cracks is not merely unsightly, but, around the corner and went bump into
where the glazing is broken, the porous a
policeman.
material absorbs grease and dish water,
"Hello," ejaculated ftat worthy, Inmaking these spots dense with unsavory stinctively grabbing at him; "what's
and unwholesome matter.
row?"
3.
Partly emptied dishes become un- the
"There wasn't any," responded the
sightly and sometimes repulsive. They
At the youth.
look like refuse and scraps.
no
"What are you running like that
great state dinners at the Tuileries
A
for?" persisted the policeman.
guest saw a partly emptied dish.
full, beautifully garnished dish was pre"I've just been up against a case of
sented for his approval, upon expresscombustion."
spontaneous
taken
ing which his personal plate was
"You look too green to burn," chucfrom another

food,

Ho. 379.—A Riddle.
A feeling all persons detest,
Although 'tis by every one felt,
By two letters fully express'd,
By twice two invariably spelt.

Belcher & Taylor Agricultural Tool Co.

spring.

niyrnin

also

are

roll.

a

of ugliness whose lips drop pearls. 3. A
tailor's implement. 4. A lady's ornament,
δ. What a gambler risks. 6. The miraculous gift. 7. A name of a carriage and
S. A cooking utensil, a
a period of life.
preposition and an exclamation. 9. Up10. A term in the money market
starts.
and cuttings. 11. A tropical tree. 12. A
letter and to speak. 13. An animal and a
sip. 14. Antics. 15. A place of retreat
and a large lake. 10. Found in the garden of Eden. 17. Part of a conundrum, a
double consonant and a double vowel. 18.
Mountains and frozen water. 19. A color. 20. An island. 21. Noted in France.

We nave a large stock of Fertilizers on hand.
We are agent* for three of the leading manufacturers on the market.

Our stock is large, and you cannot
fail to And what you want at prices
that will be ")0 per cent, higher in the

ο

Ko. 37 S.—A Than kauri vins Dinner.
1. What England is not. 2. An emblem

Female Ailments.

Instruction

We

WHAT TO AVOID.

377.—Rhomboid.
2.
Acmes : 1. A Mohammedan fast
The pope's palace. 3. A vat. 4. Pertaining to pork. 5. Cases oi fire clay in
which stoneware is baked, β. To delude.
7. Certain animale.
Down: 1. A letter. 2. To exist. 3. A
body of water. 4. Wooden nails or pins,
λ A dram. 6. A Latin poet. 7. Rogues.
& Drew. 9. Looks. 10. A certain quantity of land. 11. A boy's nickname. 12.
An article. 13. A letter.
No.

FOR ALL

Covers

Wall

la loudted.
Columw. Oxford Democrat, Paris. Maine.

The Best and Safest!
Family Medicine

Organs,

Pianos and

on topic· of Interest to the ladle»
CorrespondesoeAddress
: Editor HOMEM tllM'

ns

my one.

My THHEE's what you want when you
buy your new clothes.
xIf you didn't get theui, you'd growl, I
suppose.)

But if one and two should have three—
oh, dear!
Ilis mamma would worry the rest of the

Nasal

My

GATARRH

year.
WHOLE

we

receive every day that

we're liviug—
I hope t'jut you counted up yours

on

ALMOND PUDDING.
have the reputation of being so goodOne-half pouud of almonds, finely natured?"
"Easy enough. She never
pounded, one-half teacup of 3ugar, rind cultivates any opinions of her own."
of a lemon chopped, and six eggs well
Mix all well together and bake
beaten.
"Little Colds" neglected—thousands
Dr.
in a slow oven.
Serve with the follow- of lives sacrificed every year.
:
sauce
Wood's
Norway Pine Syrup cures little
ing
LEMON SAUCE FOR PUDDING.
colds—cures big colds too, down to the
One-half cup of sugar, one cup of very verge of consumption.
water, tbe juice of a lemon, and two
Versatile—"I admire your wife's style
Cook over a slow fire until it
eggs.
Her diction is perfect."
of writing.
thickens.
"Yes, her diction is all right.. So is her
APPLES IN CREAM.
contradiction. That's wonderful."
Pare and core a dozen apples. Make a
Terrible plagues, those Itching, pessyrup with one cup of sugar and oue cup
Put an end
of water; cook the apples in this till tering diseases of the skin.
a
Doan's Ointment cures. At
When cold arrange in
to misery.
transparent.
a
custard
glass dish, and pour over them
any drug store.
made as follows: Two cups of cream,
Cahill—Was
A Phenomenal Success.
three eggs, and one-half cup of sugar.
the sthrike a success? Caseidy—It was !
When cold pour over the apples.
Afther being out six weeks we succaded
COCOANUT PUDDING.
in gittin' back our jobs.
Three ounces of grated cocoauut, hair
Your Best Work cannot be done witha teaspoonful of ground ginger, onehalf cup of sugar, one cup of milk, out good health, and you can't have good
Bake in health without pure blood. Hood's Sarthree eggs, yolks well beaten.
a pudding dish lined with
puft" paste. saparilla is the great pure blood maker.
Make a meringue with the whites of the It gives appetite, strength and vigor,
and cures disease.
eggs, and spread over the top.

PUDDING, NO. 1.
A Champion.
Miss Pinkerly—Don't
Thanksgiving.
&
A. W.
One pound of tigs, one-half pound of
think, Mr. Tuttle, that Miss Van
one you
bread
of
two
Balin
crumbs,
Horn i'akis, me.
Cream
383.—Mrtaicram.
No.
suet,
cups
Ely's
Antler is a beautiful girl? Young Tutter
and sweet milk to
ioo the·* and
I run. but without any exertion on my nutmeg, three eggs,
Yes, Mise Clara. But you were no doubt
Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime. Hair, Brick. cleanses,
the
suet
batter.
fine,
a
still'
make
the diseased memAjraue.
Chop
a
bird.
am
I
Change
as beautiful at her age.
part, Behead me,
Sand, Ac.
Mix all the ingredi- just
U curestiltu .Van J driv «·β
Change my and shred the figs.
my head, I am a servant.
ents well together, turn into a pudding
»way a cold in the li-ad
head again, behold.
DeWltt's
Little Early Risers are
quickly.
mold, and boll for three hours.
dainty little pills, but they never fail to
I'roam Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
FIG PUDDING, NO 2.
No. 3K4.—A Huaket of Nat·.
cleanse the liver, remove obstructions
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relist is im1. Nut ami a girl's name give the kerOne-half cup of suet, chopped; one and Invigorate the svstem. F. A. Shurtmediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
nel of a fruit of the East ludies.
and one-half cup of bread crumbs, one leff & Co., South Paris, Williamson &
I not produce sneezing. Large Sue, 50 eents at Drug2. Nut and something very bitter give pound of chopped figs, one cup of sugar, Kimball.
gists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mall.
"au exoresence of the oak."
three eggs, well betten, one cup of
ELY BltOTllEUS, M Warreu Street, New York.
Little Johnny—Mrs. Talkemdown paid
3. Nut and "a floodgate" give "a bird sweet milk, one teaspoonful of baking
burin
which resembles a woodp^ker
powder, one teaspoonful of cinnaman a high compliment to me to-day. Mother
whole
its
but
swings
Steam four hours. —Did sfce really? Well, there's no denyrowing into wood,
and a pinch of salt.
body to strike."
ing that woman has sense. What did
CIIOCOLATK PUDDING.
you
4. Nut and "to languish" give a species
sheeay? Little Johnny—She said she
One tablespoonful of butter, one pint didn't see how
11 iruticially digests the food aûd aids
of evergreen found in the Rocky mounyou came to have such a
four
of milk, two cups of bread crumbs,
tains.
nice little boy as I am.
1 will furnish DOORSand WINDOWS of any
Nati re iu strengtheuiug and reconthe
5. Nut and "a hard biscuit" give "an tablespoonfuls of grated chocolate,
structing the exhausted digestive or- >lze or Style at reasonable prlcesyolks of three eggs, and one cup of
instrument for cracking nuts."
gans. It isthe latest discovered digest·
Heat the milk to the boiling
sugar.
No other preparation
aut and touic.
It inConnndrnma Aaanrrrd.
If !n want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
point, and pour over the bread crumbs
can approach It in efficiency.
>utslde work, send In your orders. Pine Lura
and chocolate., Add the sugar, butter,
[Well known names.]
stantly relievesaud permanently cures jcr an l Shingles
on hand Cheap for Cash.
Bake Thia
well-beaten egg yolks.
What do the waves do to η vessel and
signature iu ou every box of the genuine
Dyspepsia, Indige>tion, Heartburn,
twenty minutes. Beat the whites to a Laxative
Tablet·
and Job Work. wrecked near shore? Beecher.
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea.
If the statue of Liberty came to life, froth ; add three tablespoonfuls of sugar, the remedy that cure· a cold In one day
Sick Headache. Gastralgia Crampsand
in
Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.
Matched
Set
of
and spread on top
pudding.
it would be a what? Livingstone.
all other results of imperfect digestion.
the oven a few minutes to brown. Serve
What does a ship do to a seasick man
He—You know they Ray h womnn
Price30c. and SI. L.ir«e .ie contains 2*4 times
W.
E.
mailedfree
about
ali
Book
dyspepsia
small me.
cold.—Culinary Topics.
Rockefeller.
can't keep a secret. She—That's a libel.
Va'm·
v>«t ^nmner.
Γ
Τ
Λ
CO..
ϋ<ΛΊ
ε.
C
Cb'cago.
want
when
he
do
Sam
did
Uncle
What
Prepared by
A woman can keep a secret as easily as a
THE VALUE OF SLEEP.
There are
ud to know whether England would lei
man can—all but two kinds.
him mediate? Astor.
Those inclined to be indifferent as to secrets that aren't worth keeping and
would
What did England say? Ney.
of
the value and importance
others that are too good to keep.
sleep
Uncle Sam sayi do well carefully to heed the opinion of
Then what did
Dumas.
Dr. Ε wart of Havre, one of Europe's
When the stomach is tired out it must
A story of Senator Depew's. when it most learned and celebrated physicians : have a rest, but we can't live without
you h; tve tried twenty remedies, and are is knowu to be old. is a what? Spotted "No amount of simple rest of the body food. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure "digests
can do duty for sleep.
Though mere what you eat" so that you can eat all
Lots of so-called cures are born and die every year, Tail.—Woman's Home Companion.
still no better.
repose may satisfy the needs of our· veg- the good food you want while it is reis
conand
has
i:
ι
over
40
Puxmler.
been
use
Ours
Key to the
years,
etable life, sleep alone—that profound storing the digestive organs to health. It
No. 360.—Arithmetical Puzzle: Fifty- sleep which the poet has likened to is the only preparation that digests all
You sec tl ic point, it cures.
on the gain.
men.
108
children. 112 women.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
death—can make good the wear and tear kinds of food.
ATWOOiyS Bilious BITTERS. sixNo.
The Truc "L. F
370.—Illustrated Conundrum: Be- of the higher nervous centres."
South Paris, Williamson & Kimball.
cause he is beside himself.
It may truly be said that nature will
When a well-known actor was asked
No. 371.—Famous Battles: 1. Water- have her own, if not the strength and
loo. 2. Baunoekburn. 3. Paris. 4. Se- health-giving sleep of life, then so much at an amateur play which performer he
Cer- liked best, he replied : "The prompter ·,
dan. 5. Bull Run. ti. Ladysmith.
sooner the silent sleep of death.
him
No. 372.—Charade: Bang-or.
tainly one of the prevailing sins of our for I saw less and heard more of
NaNo. 373.—Missing Letters: Miriam,
time is the headlong recklessness and than any one else."
than, Octavo. Reindeer, Scruples. Tur- high-pressure speed with which so many
STOPS THE COUGH
ret. Upupa. Willow, Yesterday.
unwisely carry on the work they have in
No. 374.—Syncopations: 1. Cor-o-net. hand.
Those who conscientiously obAND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
cornet. 2. Char-AC-ter, charter. 3. Car- serve God's laws in the matter of proper
Laxative Bromo-Qulnine Tablets cure a
A-mel. carmel. 4. Po-81-tion. potion. 5. sleep will do better work, accomplish cold in one
day. No Care, no Pay. Price
Com-MVN-ing. coming. 0. Me-Ni-al, meal. more good in the world, and live a longer 2ô cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
No. 375.—Familiar Proverbs: 1. Ile time in which to be a blessing to others,
gives twice who gives iu η trice. 2. Nev- than those who defiantly disobey the laws
"But why is
The Ultimate Cause.
3. Out of sight, out which God has implanted in their very
er too old to learn.
it," asked the thonghtful Chinese, "that
of mind.
beings.—Youth's Instructor.
[ may go to your heaven, while I may
as his opinion
Historical Characters: 1.
No. 37U.
A well-known superintendent of schools has given it
not go to your country?" The American
Alexander
3.
2.
Iliidebrand.
Hannibal.
stand
that pupils who have access to the Encyclopedia Britannica
HELPS IN COOKING.
missionary shrugged his shoulders.
Hamilton. 4. Perry. 5. Florence Night"There's no labor vote in heaven !" said
than those that do not enjoy
Salt toughens meat if added before
33
ingale. β. Paris. 7. William the CouP*r cent higher in their studies
he.
the meat is done.
aueror. 9. Pitt.
this

SON,

WALKER

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

Kodol

Cure

Dyspepsia

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders'

eat.

Digests what

KIG

Finish !

êWÂ

Also Window & Door Frames.

Bromo-Quinine

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

A Health Argumen I
Probably

stantly

DOES YOUR BOY NEED

>

BRITANNICA?

—

privilege.

YOUTH.™

Is the formative

part of his very

you will see

period.

What a boy reads in his youth becomes
To
boy a chance means that
a

character.

give your

to it that he has the best surroundings, and your

encouragement.

"The Concentrated Essence of the
Whole World's Wisdom"
nothing

Encyclopaedia

so

he can construct

far-reaching ideas.

Invest

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY

as well as
and put the Britannica into your home where your boy,
can consult it continually, and
your girl, your wife and yourself,
in literature or
when he attains manhood, there will be no place

professional

life to which he may not aspire.

DELAY

Will prove expensive. Call at
coupon and mail it to us.

Please

acquaint

me

our

«tore at once, or cut out this

Name

il

Street

1

CO., South Pari·, M·.

*re

simply

at all ; I

don't like work."

Help is needed at once when a perA neglected
son'·» life is in danger.
cough or cold may soon become serious,
One
and should be stopped at once.
cures
Minute Cough Cure quickly
coughs and colds and the worst cases of
and other
croup, bronchitis, grippe
F. A. Shurtthroat and lung troubles.
leff A Co., South Paris; Williamson &
Kimball.

Mrs. Fadd—Are
that pure food is a standard

Fully Guaranteed.

you

with the details of your Britannica offer.

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

Unjust Accusation. '-Tom, you
"No, I'm not lazy
terribly 1 izy."

An

Britannica has been termed. Let your
will look with disdain upon
boy read its interesting pages and he
ideas. To him there is
"flashy" literature. Your boy has large
attractive as truth. Give him material out of which
Is what the

Two million Americans suffer the torNever slice apples for making pies;
turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. quarter, core and cut each quarter in
At any two
Burdock Blood Bitters cures.
pieces.
drug store.
A spoonful of vinegar put into the
Badger—Charley's Uncle Benj<min water in which meats or fowls are boiled
Dud- makes them tender.
died last week and left $150 000.
ley—He had to.
Onions, turnips and carrots should be
>
cut across the fibre, as it makes them
Day· of Comfort, Night* of K«t
more tender when cooked.
if you take Fyny-Pectoral for that cough.

sure

article? Grocer—Yes, ma'am! You'll
notice that it's high-priced, looks like
dog-biscuit, and tastes like excelsior.

Warren

Street, New York.

aud

see

that It

Bear» the
Signature of
In

Ueo For Over 30 Yeara.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

Keep your bread pans and apple
dishes free from ill flavor by always
The Sole Exception. The New Lodger
washing them in hot water after using. —I mu«t look for another room, Mrr.
The noise in the
Mrs. Chamberhall.
To freshen green vegetables cut off the
neighborhood was simply unbearable!
three
or
four
and
soak
stalk
the
end of
Three times was I awakened by the
hours in water to which a little salt has shrieks of eome
Mrs.
person in agony.
added.
been
Chamberhall—Oh, please do not be
It is but one night in the week
All cake tins should he lined with hasty.
when the painless dentist keeps open."
evenly buttered paper. All good cakes
should have a sheet of paper placed on
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
top before being put In the oven.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
It Is said that chocolate cake can be All druggUts refund the money if It
kept fresh by wrapping it tightly In but- fails to cure. F. W. Grove's signature on
tered paper, and putting it in a tin each box.
25c. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
box away from all other substances.

To bake bananas, strip from one side
Then loosen the
skin from the sides of the fruit, dast well
ANNOUNCEMENT.
with granulated sugar, and bake in a
Serve hot
To accommodate those who are partial moderate oven half an hoar.
to the use of atomizers in applying in the skins.
liquids into the nasal passages for
Almost all left-over vegetables may be
catarrhal troubles, the proprietors preconverted, with very Tittle time or
pare Cream Balm In liquid form, which
Into savory cream soups;
will be known as Ely's Liquid Cream trouble,

Balm.
Price including the spraying
tube is 76 cents.
Druggists or by mall.
The liquid form embodies the medicinal
properties of the solid preparation.
Cream Balm Is quickly absorbed by the
membrane and does not dry up the secretions bat changes them to a natural and
healthy character. Ely Brothers, 66

Important to Mother·.
examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a cafe and sure remedy for infanta and children,

a

piece of the skin.

almost any scraps of meat into a pressed
loaf, croquettes or delicate pates. Stale
bread is used, of course, for toasts, or
for the jar of crumbs that should always
Stale oake is
be on hand for breading.
called for In a number of recipe*. There
1· reajly no need of throwing oat from

the kitchen any

erly prepared

partiel?

in the first

that

was

place.

Easily

Found.

sirable for

a man

"Do you think it is destudy the dead lansir," answered Mr.

fo

guages?" "No,
Cumrox, with emphasis.

"If queer

words are what a young man aspires to,
the golf and baseball reports In any

good daily
wants."

newspaper will

supply all

Now is the time when croup and

his

lung;

troubles prove rapidly fatal.
The only
harmless remedy that produces immediate results is One Minute Cough Cure.
It is very pleasant to take and can be
relied upon to quickly cure coughs,
colds and all lung diseases. It will preF. A. Shurtleff: &
vent consumption.

prop- Co., Booth Pari·; Williamson £ Kimball.

BE WONDTÏ CANTER.

CUSTOM

"LUCKY" BALQW1N MADE HISJOCKEY
RIDE SQUARE.

rhe Horiemu Used an Arrnm«nt
Rider'·
That Made the Crooked

For Infants and Children,

Ont
Teeth Chatter While He Got
All the Speed la the Animal.

The Kind You Have

In the lobby of a hotel the other
discussevening a number of men were
men when the
ng sports anil sporting
One
jubject of nerve and grit came up.
jf the party, a well known Callfornlan,
who knew "Lucky" Baldwin In the old

USE—
Γ S NO simply

lay β, said:

can't make any sort
A man
of succès· in business if he's tortured
with backache.
That means if his kidney· are ont
of order.
Backache i· really kidney ache.
It is one of the first indication· of

"Baldwin was about the hardest man
to be chiseled out of anything he set
tils heart on getting that I ever met up
with. A whole lot of people tried to
sort
put it on him in business and other
suc}f deals, but none of these ever
ceeded in catching 'Lucky' Baldwin

sufficiently asleep

to make their

Chicago

of a higli grade rider, who was to ùûve
taken the mount on a thoioughbred
that didn't figure to get near the money
in the stake race. Baldwin gave the
Jockey his instructions as to the way
he wanted the horse rhldeq, and then,
when the betting opened, his commissioners dumped Baldwin's money into
the rinc In such large quantities that
the horse became an overwhelming fa-

vorite.
"A quarter of an hour before the
horses were due to go to the post a
well known bookmaker, to λ.Ίιοιώ Baldwin had often exhibited kindness in
less prosperous days, ran to where the

OT Nahc OTIC·

jt^erOdUrS/HOBJO^BiB

Pills
Kidney
trouble
of

PatmfloA SmJ*
AlxJtnnm
fioMUtSJuΑύα Seed

Apcrfect Remedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevcrish-

tral streets, and tnke a course of the treatment. It was speedily followed by absolute
relief, and up to date I have not had a symptom of a return."

oess

another gun
borrowed
"Baldwin
from one of his stable hands (in those
days he always carried one of his own
about as long as your arm), and with
his artillery he strolled over the infield
and took up Ills stand by the feuce
at the turn into the stretch. He hadn't
mentioned to anybody what lie was going to do, and the folks who saw the
old man making for· the stretch turn
simply thought that Baldwin wanted
to watch the race from that point of
view. lie did, for that matter, but he
happened to have another end iu view.
"Well, the horses got away from the
post in an even bunch, and then Bald-

find LOSS OF SLEEP.

Tac

Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers, or sent by mail on receipt of
price. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan's, and
take no substitute.

Simile Signature of

NEW "YORK.
At t> month» old

TMC CKNTAUR COMPANY, WIW VQW« CfTY.

Mattings^w

Straw

WILLAM H. AT WOOD, late of Buckfleld,
Will and petition for probate thereof
Geo. M. Atwood, one of the ex-

They are just

presented by

tutors therein named.

Petition for license

to

extra

If in

want

the

thing

summer

for SPALDING
Spalding Chainless, "the

Agent

Kodaks, Cameras,

ΔΝΙD

Largest Stock !

sell and convey real estate

!
Supplies
Lowest Prices !

Photo
quality

our

prices

only
Cheaper
prices.

only

position

Get

before

purchasing.

Vivian W. Hills

Jeweler and Optician,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

!£££ ^ ,/^—
azZw

the scales.
The Buddhists' legends do not tell1
how the saint managed to carve up his
last few fragments, but that Is not Important. Which do you think was happier, the Buddha who entered into Nirvana as the little bird flew away or the
bird of prey that made a hearty meal
of the saint's flesh and sailed off delighted with his bargain?—New York

Journal.

Λ Helpful Snigeitlon.
"Kin yeou tell me, young feller," inquired Mj·. Reuben Hay of P'our Corners, "where hereabouts I kin git me a
good farmer suit?"
"Why, there's a good pharmaceutist
not two blocks away," replied the
young fellow blithely.—Harper's Bazar.

The Right Word.
"Why do you speak of him as a fin*
lshed artist?"
"Because he told me he was utterly
discouraged and was going to quit the
profession. If that doesn't show that
he's finished, I don't know what does."
—Chicago Post.
grave.

temple

of fame stands upon the
The flame that burns upon its

altars is kindled from the aabee of
dead men.
^
t
k

bought of MINN LI it It Y
cheap aa anywhere else.

lie

PAPERS

bought cheaper than tliey
be aold anywhere elie—

be

can

can

.11 per dozen.
per dozen.
.'JO per dozen.
.1ft per dozen.

•lift Nolio,
4x5 Defender,
US Dekko,
IxS 1'ko,

I

.Oil

Photographer,

MISS LIBBY,

Dealer In Camera· and

Rogtore. health to adnlt.,

act.

immediately

on

FREE OF CHARGE!
|

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Clean»?! and beautifi·. the half.
Promote, a loioriant powth.
Never Tall· to Bertor. Gray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Curt. Kilp diwaM. * hair falling.

iûCjan^UJOÏ^Druj^J^^^

STRING ATTACHED.

NO

The person guessing the nearest to the length and
of
width Combined of the Quaker Range Sign on front
a
Prize
Quaker
our building will reeeive free of charge
Reservoir
and
Shelf
Range,
Elevated
Cabinet Base,

March 1st, 1901

Any

SENT FREE
to

anything

Liebig COMPANY'S

Extract of Beef

Samuel Richards,
Expert Watchmaker and
Practical Optician.

persons

combined

exact

width, then the

and
one

to be

selected

1, 1901.

measured March
Tickets now ready.

Main

Norway,

*

STORE,

Stx*oetv

—

—

Maine.

The New-York Tribune

The LEADING NATIONAL REPUBLICAN

date, &Dd always

a

NEWSPAPER, thoroughly

stanch advocate and supporter of Republican

contain the most reliable news of

up to

principles,

will

including discussions, correspondence and speeches of the ablest political lenittrr;
editorials, reports from all sections of the land showing progress »t the
work, etc., etc., and will commend itself to the careful perusal of every thongp&f'iU
intelligent voter who has the true interests of his country at heart.
brilliant

Published

λ||Γ\Α/
[tÎtJl*,

YORK

low

JAMES N. FAVOR,
Proprietor of the Cyrus S. Tucker
Harness and Trunk store,

91 Main St.,

73

™IA/CCIfl
lv!Ft

are

to

THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN.

Team Bells
large
My prices

two or more

HOBBS' VARIETY

Bells

Shaft Bells

is

the

j

MAINE.

Bellsl-Bslls!

entitled

by drawing.
Sign to be

Addrcie, I.lebtg Co., P. υ. Box 2718, Kew York.

My stock

If

fortunate

telling how to prepare many delicate and delicious dishes.

Body

vote.

to

purchase

to

to be

guess

length

COOK BOOK-

entitled

adult is

ONE vote.
Not obliged

housekeepers-

SOUTH PARIS,

Supplie·,

NORWAY.

128 Main St.,

Take Tour Choice.

prey:
"I beseech thee, lecve this little créa-,
I will give thee Its'
ture in peace.
weight from my own flesh."
Down from heaven came a pair/of
scales, and the transaction was accomplished. The small bird sat on one side
of the scales, and the Buddha began
putting slices of his body into the other
side, while the bird of prey looked on1
with an evil eye. As the Buddha carved himself up the little bird seemed to
get heavier and heavier. The beam of
the scales did not move until the last
particle of the saint's body was put In

can

Plioto

guns

The

PHOTO SUPPLIES
a·

ed at the jock:
"
'Leggo that horse's head, you monkey devil, aud go on and win or I'll
shoot you so full of holes that you
won't hold molasses!'
"The jock gave one look at those two

TRUE'S Elixir Cures

point
plates,

tripods, 65

only

ν

|Â Sick Child

various queer ways.
One earnest Buddha, one of the earliest of the long line, earned the "Nlbbuta" as follows:
A hawk was about to devour a small
bird. Said the Buddha to the bird of

you.

p.esented by Daniel Gammon, guardian.
Eastman Kodaks, 20 per cent discount from catalogue. All Cameras
The Brownie Cameras
JOSEPH R. PULSIFER, late of Paris, de·
to 50 per cent discount from catalogue prices.
for
allowance,
30
account
Final
presented
c 'used.
Stanley,
Plates, 33 cents per dozen.
also petition for distribution of balance remain- lor the boys and girls.
Dry
4x5
O. FruthYou would
ing In his hands presented by William
5 to S cents less.
4 χ 5, 35 cents per dozen. Second
Ingham, administrator.
for
cents per dozen if Hills was not selling them—a
RUBY HARDEN, late of Sumner, deceased. be paying 45
cents.
mounted
Final account presented for allowance by Val·
Brass
Ferrotype
to
remember.
you
0 js White, executor.
Mounts,
20 cents.
ro χ 14,
7 cents. Albums, 51-2x7 in.,
EBENEZER R. HOLMES, late ofOxford.deones at Sets.
10 cents per dozen.
from
funds
emb. edge, 5 1-2 χ 6 i-2,
aeed. Accounts of trustees of
and
^ .Id estate for beneflt of Lyman R. Ilolmee
When you find others
to ofler you the lowest
We are in a
Louisa S. Holmes presented for allowance by
same price we do, then you will find us a drop
the
at
same
the
James S. Wright and W. S. Starblrd, trustees.
grade
selling

lie rounded the backstreteli on
the rail a couple of lengths in front of
his field. Baldwin could see. however,
that the crooked jock was sawing the
horse's head off lu his effort to take
him back to the ruck. When the horses 9 can
tx πι ft d λ healthj, happy and roeybreiTinj
cm be
hoaltn in
it True'· Kiixir. Worm· cause ill
U
were still a hundred feet from him.
thoa.and. of children and their p.e.e»o·
not .uepected.
Baldwin let out a yell to attract his
Jockey's attention, aud then lie Hashed
his two guns in the sunlight and bawl-

The Buddhists believe that happt·
ness, Nirvana, consists In self effaceThe young Buddhas
ment, oblivion.
began life by sitting unsupported In
the air just after birth. Their mothers
attained Nirvana Immediately, and
they, the Buddhas. reached Nirvana In

supply

if we can't

see

up

1899 model, $50.00; 1S9S model, $40.00.

ouvri*

win's horse his liead, sat down to ride
for all that was In him. and the horse
under him cantered In ten lengths to
the good on the bit. As long as 'Lucky'
Baldwin was on the eastern turf after
that no jockey ever tried to yank one
of his horses."—Washington Post.

fitting

are

HORWAY, ifl AIVE.
BICYCLE, no better Bicycle built.
perfect wheel", $75.00; Roadster,

Tha Kind You Have Alwajs Bought

Baldwin was pointing
that
straight at him. Then he gave Bald-

who

CHARLES P. RIDLON,

CAS TO RIA tohtats* Children.

ever as

parties

for

boarders.

of any kind call and

Carpet

of a

for

rooms

Corner Main and Danforth St«„

DANIEL HOLT, isv, late of Norway, de- lower.
ceased. First account presented for allowance
with the will
by Eugene F. Smith, administrator
annexed.
ADDISON E. IIKRIUCK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
win's horse went ouc to make the running. The jockey's idea was to race
NOTICE.
the horse's head off and theu pull him
lie ha*
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
in the stretch, making it appear as if been duly appointed executor of the last will
Baldwin had and testament of
the animal had tired.
LIZZIE S. ROBERTSON, late of Paris,
instructed the jock to play a waiting In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
; onde as the law directs.
the
fingame and make Ills Lid toward
remands against the estate of said deceased artish. The horse simply outclassed his desired to present the same for settlement, and
Ml indebted thereto are requested to make pay
illlll 11V UlUii
I'lHIIl'tlilJt UU»
η cnt Immediately.
Dec. 18th, liJOO. GEORGE D. ROBERTSON.
any indications of leg weariness what».

Japan Mattings

We have a good variety of China and
which we shall sell at right prices.

dec-eased.

SAKAIt D. HAWKINS, late of Norway, deceased. Petition for the appointment of Moses
B.
V. Stiles, Charles F. Rldlon and Stephen
oy said
Cummlngs as trustees of a fund left UnlvereFirst
the
of
beneflt
deceased for the
said
allst Parish of said Norway, presented by
! med Moses P. Stiles et ale.
SARAH I). HAWKINS, late of Norway, deceased. Petition for the appointment of Eugene
P.
F. Smith, Stephen B. Cummlngs and Moses
t.llee as trustees of a fund left bjr said deceased
Public
of
benefit
Norway
or the use and
presented by Horace S. Perry.

CASTOR»

> rs

lxact copvof wrappeb.

PROBATE NOTICES.
the estates
To all persons Interested In either of
hereinafter named :

for the
At a Probate Court held at Parts, in and
of Dec.
County of Oxford, on tho 3rd Tuesday
kur.
In the year of ««»- LotA une thousand nine
i'rr>.i »V .'oilowlng matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated,
it Is hereby Oki>kbei> :
InThat notice thereof be given to all persons
to be
terested, by causing a copy of this orderthe Oxpublished three weeks successively In
foni Democrat, a newspaper published at South
at a
Paris, In said County, that they may Appear
the
Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on
thlftl Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1901, at y of the
If
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
they see cause.

JjCi

Doses

J5

old man was standing, chewing a
straw, In his barn.
"
'Baldwin,' said the bookie to the
old mun, 'there's a job to bent you, and Library
ANNIE G. PHATT, late of Porter, deceased.
you're going to get beat. Tliey wanted
Petition for distribution of balance remaining
me to go In with 'em, but you've al- • 1
his handi presented by James E. Pratt,
ways been on the level wlfch me, and I administrator.
has
The
for
it.
ring
wouldn't stand
IVORY KENISON, late of Porter, deceased.
for dlstrlbltlon of balance remaining
bought up your jock, and your horse I'eiltlon
1 her hands presented by Catherine Kenlson,
is going to be snatched.'
administratrix.
"
'Much obliged for telling me that,'
ASA P. STETSON of Canton, ward. Petition
to sell ami convey real estate prereplied the old man. 'I'll just make a for license order
sented for
by Lydla M. Stetson, guardian.
stab to see that the boy doesn't do any
NETTIE MAY GAMMON of Peru, minor.

snatching, though.'

Use
For Over
Thirty Yeers

tfinmjttd-

"In the spring of 1896 I was forced, from
severe pain in the back, to procure Doan's
Kidney Pills at EUiiigwooa 8c Co.'s d g
store, at the corner ο Γ Merrimack and Cen-

of cappurse end of it as for the glory
turing the stake. His horse just about
figured to win, too, and Baldwin intended to 'go down the line' on the animal's chances, not only at the track,
but at all of the big poolrooms in the
country, ne stood to clean up considerably more than $100,000 on the horse
if the brute got under the wire first.

Baldwin's regular stable Jockey was
taken sick on the morning of the race,
and the old man had to hustle around
for another boy to ride his horse in the
big event. From another horseman he
bought for a big round sum the releas<;

andRest.Conlains
.Morphine nor Minerai·

ness
m

There's not a form kidney
that this wonderful little remedy will
not cure, and the people stay cured.
Mr. John C. Melloon, grocer and
provision merchant at the corner of
Bridge and 7th streets, Lowell, Mass.,
says:—

swell stakes that were then on tap on
the tracks in the windy town, and he
in
got them home first or iu the money
he
many of the biggest events. Well,
Lad one of his finest horses entered in
and
a valuable long distance event,
Baldwin was i»articulorly anxious to
win this race, not so much for the

Signature

Digestion,Cheerfulneitt»

Promotes

Unless It le stopped.
How?

Doan's

t hil»iu:\

Im ams

worse.

stick.
"Horsemen still talk about a funny
on one
Same in which Baldwin figured
of the Chicago race tracks a number of
his
years ago. Baldwin had brought
to
magnificent string of thoroughbreds
to make an effort to annex the

Bears the

lingiheStomûcfasaiïiBoweisci

kidney disease. It's bad enough of
itself, bnt it leads to a great deal

plans

Always Bought

AVtge tabic Preparatioiiibr Assimilating theToodandHegula-

V

Monday,

Friday,
1" Id reality a line, fresh,
every-other-<iay Dully,
Wednesday

and

giving the latest news on
day» of Issue, an>i coverTRIBUNE
• muurat
,DJt newg of the other
three.
It contains all important foreign war
and other cable news which appears In Til Κ
DAILY TBI BUKE of same date, al»o Domestic
ami Foreign Correspondence, Short Stories,
Elegant Half-tone Illustrations, Humorous
Items, Industrial Information, Fashion Notes.
Agricultural Matters and Comprehensive and
Sellable financial and Market reports.
The subscription price, 91 SO per year.
We furnish It with THE DEMOCRAT for $2.15
per year.

KIPW

Published

·*

Thar·

YORK

day, ami known for
ne*rty nlxty !·«·'·

tribune.

srwrsffiS
most

vmni/

inrri/i u

WtrlWLY

every part of Iheunltea
State*

a*

a

Nation»]

fanners and villager·. It contain· all the
Important general new» of THE DAI«J
TRIBUNE up to hour of going to pre»·, ha entertaining reading for everv member of
tug
family, old and young, Market Report· which
are accepted aa authority by farmer· and counInterestto
date,
try merchant·, and lb «lean, up

ing and

Instructive

Regular subscription price, |1.00 per year. for
THJt DEMOCRAT

We furnish It with
$1.75 per year.

I Send all orders to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT, South Paris, Me·
Nir
Norway.

